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Introduction�
 
The Sabal Trail Project (Project) is a joint venture of Spectra Energy Corp and NextEra Energy, 
Inc. to build an approximate 500 mile interstate natural gas pipeline with an in-service date of 
May 2017.  The Project proposes to construct and operate a planned 36-inch diameter natural gas 
pipeline originating in Tallapoosa County, Alabama, and extending through southwest Georgia 
and into central Florida, terminating in Osceola County, Florida. The Sabal Trail underground 
pipeline will bring additional affordable, clean natural gas supplies to Florida, while increasing 
the reliability of the region’s energy delivery system and positively impacting the economy in the 
Southeast region of the United States, specifically Alabama, Georgia, and Florida.  
 
The Project has the potential to affect a number of plant and animal species that are listed and 
regulated to varying degrees by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and agencies in the 
states of Alabama, Georgia, and Florida. This document describes the field survey protocols that 
Sabal Trail intends to use for conducting species-specific surveys during the course of the 
Project.  In pre-application meetings held in October and November 2013, Sabal Trail proposed a 
tiered approach to evaluating the potential effects of the Project on these species.  First, from 
publically available sources, Sabal Trail developed the attached summary table of federal and 
state-listed species that may potentially occur within the Project area along with key 
geographical and ecological attributes of each species (Table 1).  Sabal Trail has requested 
concurrence from the USFWS and the respective state agencies that the species list and 
information in Table 1 (described in detail below) is complete and accurate, and, if not, to 
provide applicable updates based upon the most recent data.  
 
Table 1 summarizes, by major taxonomic groups: the species (common and scientific name), 
listing status (USFWS and all states), counties where the species is known or suspected to be 
present, preferred habitats and likelihood of occurrence in the Project area, known survey 
windows, lead USFWS office if appropriate, notes, and general source(s) of the data.  In Florida 
and Alabama, only federally listed plant species are included in Table 1, as the state laws either 
do not list plants or only regulate their commercial exploitation. In Georgia, all federally listed 
plant species and those state listed plant species anticipated to occur on state lands are included 
in Table 1, as most state laws regarding listed plants do not apply to private lands.  However, at 
this time, the Project does not intersect state lands in Georgia.  
  
Based on the assumption that agency concurrence will be forthcoming with only minor changes 
to Table 1, Sabal Trail has utilized this potential list as the baseline document in developing 
species-specific survey protocols for the Project. Habitat surveys for the species identified in 
Table 1 began in September 2013 and concluded in December 2013 on potentially impacted 
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properties that were available for survey. Surveys are continuing as survey access becomes 
available. The species list in Table 1 has been refined with consideration to those state and 
federally listed species for which Sabal Trail reasonably expects species-specific surveys to be 
required. The need for species-specific surveys at this time is based on initial conversations with 
USFWS and the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC), analysis of best 
available habitat information within the current Project corridor, known species distribution and 
range, known occurrences, and any initial identification of potential habitat in field survey 
observations. Where appropriate, protocols have been developed for groups of species (e.g., 
surveys for colonial nesting water birds).  All protocols cite the best available scientific and 
commercial survey methods, including any daily, seasonal or weather restrictions and 
recommendations; survey frequency; specific habitats or counties requiring surveys; and the 
QA/QC procedures that will be employed to ensure the accuracy and adequacy of the surveys.  If 
the action area for a species extends beyond the Project footprint (e.g., bald eagle nests within 
660 feet of the Project corridor), the action area for surveys is defined.   
 
Sabal Trail submits this Comprehensive Listed Species Survey Protocol Document for review 
and written concurrence to its completeness and effectiveness in determining listed species 
presence within the 300-foot-wide survey corridor (Project corridor) and to assist with future 
permitting needs. Based on the assumption that agency concurrence will be forthcoming on these 
protocols without substantial change, limited surveys will be initiated as soon as late February-
to-early March 2014 (e.g., bald eagle aerial nest surveys, Florida sand skink surveys) to capture 
certain survey windows.  All surveys included within this document are anticipated to be 
completed within one year on properties available for survey.  A comprehensive survey window 
table is provided with this document and provides species with proposed protocols and their 
associated preferred survey window. Each survey protocol provides the proposed date of survey 
initiation based on survey window and Project needs. Upon completion of surveys, data will be 
submitted for each species as detailed in the protocols, documenting the results and initiating 
additional consultation with the agencies should avoidance and/or impact mitigation measures be 
required.  Proposed survey methodologies are described in detail below.  Please note all aquatic 
survey methodologies are proposed only if horizontal directional drilling (HDD) is not used as 
the waterbody crossing methodology.  


�������������������������� 

	������������-���(�����������������������) 
During initial field surveys, three individual scrub-jays were documented on one occasion in 
Marion County, Florida.  Based on an initial GIS desktop analysis, the current Project corridor 
intersects the Consultation Area for this species in Florida in Levy, Marion, Sumter, Lake, Polk, 
Orange, and Osceola Counties.  

According to USFWS, suitable scrub-jay habitat includes “classic” scrub types including xeric 
oak scrub, scrubby pine flatwoods, scrubby coastal strand, and sand pine scrub. Additional 
habitats to be considered includes pine-mesic oak, xeric oak, sand live oak, improved, 
unimproved and woodland pastures, citrus groves, rangeland, pine flatwoods, longleaf pine xeric 
oak, sand pine, sand pine plantations, forest regenerations areas, sand other than beaches, and 
disturbed rural lands and disturbed burned areas.  
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������������������ (planned to be conducted March-October 2014) 
The USFWS Scrub-Jay Survey Guidelines (Updated 08/24/2007) will be followed with field 
procedures summarized below.  

Prior to sampling, based on the available GIS Florida Land Use Cover and Forms Classification 
System (FLUCFCS) data within the current Project corridor and an aerial review of the existing 
habitats by experienced biologists, a total of 874 acres of potentially suitable habitat have been 
identified within the species Consultation Area. Within these areas, a centerline transect was 
established and playback stations were plotted spaced 200-meters apart in order to ensure 
coverage of all potentially suitable scrub-jay habitats. This exercise resulted in a total of 259 
playback stations proposed within the Project corridor. Surveys will occur at these locations 
using a high quality tape recording of Florida scrub-jay territorial scolding in an attempt to 
attract the jays. The recording will include clear examples of all typical scolds.  

Per the guidelines, field surveys will be carried out on calm, clear days beginning about one hour 
after sunrise and will terminate before midday heat or wind. Surveys will not be conducted in 
winds stronger than a moderate breeze, in mist or fog, or in precipitation exceeding a light, 
intermittent drizzle. Surveys will not be conducted if accipiters or other scrub-jay predators are 
present in the area; in the event this is the case, the surveyor will either wait until the predator is 
gone or come back on another day.  
 
Surveys will be conducted for a total of five events between March 1 and October 31 with a 
focus on the ideal survey periods.  Ideal survey periods include: 1) spring (especially March), 2) 
fall (September and October), when territorial displays are most frequent and vigorous, and 3) 
midsummer (July) when young of the year are independent but still distinguishable by plumage.  
 
Experienced biologists will broadcast the calls at each station for at least 1 minute in all four 
cardinal directions around the playback station, emphasizing any direction in which low-growing 
oak scrub is the predominant vegetation. If a scrub-jay is observed, tape playback will be halted 
for up to 20 minutes at that station, and all jay activity will be observed and recorded.  On the 
vegetation map, surveyors will plot the locations and indicate group size of all Florida scrub-jays 
where they are first seen or heard. Whenever possible, we will distinguish adult-plumaged jays 
from juvenile-plumaged jays. To establish an accurate count of jay groups and appropriate 
territorial boundaries, we will survey the stations as often as necessary for a minimum of 5 
survey days.  
 
After the first round of surveys and data collection, permission will be requested from USFWS to 
reduce the number of play stations based on any current site conditions determined to be 
unsuitable to support the species. To evaluate habitat quality at each of the 259 potential 
playback stations, Sabal Trail proposes to employ the Florida scrub-jay habitat suitability index 
(HSI) model developed by Breininger, et al. (1992).  In consultation with the USFWS, this HSI 
model has been successfully employed on other large linear projects in Florida. Biologists 
conducting surveys will be trained to use the HSI model and to ensure consistency in its 
application.  In addition to quantifying each of the HSI variables in the vicinity of each potential 
playback station (percent of shrub canopy comprised of oak, distance to scrub oak ridge, percent 
of open space, distance to ruderal grass, distance to forest, percent pine canopy cover, and mean 
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shrub height), representative photographs of each station will be taken to verify HSI values.  
Because most of the field effort will be reaching each station, we also will conduct a minimum of 
one scrub-jay playback call (described below) at that time.  Upon the completion of this initial 
survey (scheduled for March 2014), we will analyze the HSI and playback results, and consult 
with USFWS as to which playback stations warrant further surveys. Upon approval of refined 
survey locations, the remaining Florida scrub-jay surveys will be conducted.           
 
The key end products of this survey will include a complete count of any jay groups on the 
Project corridor and an approximate territory map or home range center for each group. The 
following data will be provided to USFWS: 
 

• Information sheet(s) including all field survey dates, start and end times, survey daily 
weather information, total number of jay groups found, number of jays in each group, and 
number of juvenile-plumaged jays in each group; and 

 
• Aerial photograph(s) depicting the current Project corridor, potentially suitable mapped 

habitat and playback station locations, locations of all jays observed while conducting the 
survey or any other time including flight directions, and approximated territory 
boundaries or home range center for any group of jays. 

�����������������(�����������������)� 
During initial field surveys, no crested caracara individuals were documented. Based on an initial 
GIS desktop analysis, the current Project corridor intersects the Consultation Area for this 
species in Florida in Orange, Osceola, Polk, and Lake Counties.  

�������Methodology�(planned to be conducted February-������Ͷͷͺ) 
The USFWS South Florida Ecological Services’ Survey Protocol for Finding Caracara Nests 
(April 2004) will be utilized for guidance, but specific methodologies will follow 
recommendations for a modified survey based on initial discussions with USFWS Jacksonville 
office. Proposed methodologies are summarized below.  

Prior to surveys, based on the available GIS FLUCFCS within the current Project corridor and an 
aerial review of the existing habitats by experienced biologists, a total of 408 acres of potentially 
occupied nesting habitat was mapped within the species Consultation Area. Field surveys will 
conclude whether or not the site contains active caracara nests or suitable nesting habitat (i.e., 
mature cabbage palms).   

Experienced biologists will perform a combination of vehicular transects and pedestrian spot 
checks in all previously identified potentially suitable habitats to locate and perform a single 
inspection of any mature cabbage palms within the Project corridor. This survey will take place 
between February and March, depending on parcel access and will cover the time when most 
birds are feeding and nestlings are more visible. Surveys will start at least 15 minutes prior to 
sunrise and will occur during good weather conditions (not to be conducted in rain or fog).  
During midday potential nest trees can be examined close up for evidence of nests (Morrison 
2001). Any caracara activity (including flight patterns) will be recorded on data sheets and 
marked on maps with details including time of day, number of birds, and if possible if the birds 
were juveniles or adults.  Any potential or confirmed nesting locations within the Project 
corridor will be collected with a handheld GPS and approximate locations marked on field maps. 
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In South Florida, the USFWS defines a primary (985 feet) and secondary (4,920 feet) protection 
zone outward from any active crested caracara nest tree with restrictions during the nesting 
season. Biologists will attempt to document any caracara nesting sites that occur outside of the 
Project corridor where possible, noting approximate locations on field maps. Potential nesting 
locations will be revisited within two weeks from the initial observation if additional checks are 
needed to confirm active nesting.   

The key end products of this survey will include the following data to be provided to the 
USFWS: 

• Information sheet(s) including field survey dates, start and end times, survey daily 
weather information, total number caracara observations; and 

• Aerial photograph(s) depicting the current Project corridor, potentially suitable mapped 
habitat locations, and locations of all caracara observed while conducting the survey or 
any other time including flight directions, and GPS locations of any documented nests. 
 

Note: If necessary, additional surveys will be completed in January-March 2015 for any reroutes 
that are recommended as a result of the FERC NEPA process reroutes and finalization of the 
Project corridor within these counties and for any other parcels not available for the 2014 survey.  

Red-��������������������(�����������������) 
During initial field surveys of the Project corridor, 13 documentations of potentially suitable 
foraging or nesting habitat were recorded in Georgia and Alabama. With consideration to only 
those counties intersected by the Project, according to USFWS Environmental Conservation 
Online System (ECOS), the red-cockaded woodpecker is known to or believed to occur in Polk 
and Osceola Counties in Florida, Brooks and Stewart Counties in Georgia, and Tallapoosa 
County in Alabama.  In addition, the Florida Natural Areas Inventory (FNAI) database lists 
Alachua, Citrus, Lake, Levy, Madison, Marion, and Orange Counties as potential to have red-
cockaded woodpecker occurrences. The Georgia Department of Natural Resources (GADNR) 
also confirms the species occurs in Brooks and Stewart Counties.    

Using data obtained from all three states (i.e., FNAI and Natural Heritage Programs), only two 
occurrences of the species were documented within a three-mile radius of the Project corridor in 
Florida in Levy and Marion Counties. In addition, FWC Fish and Wildlife Research Institute 
data document the species approximately one-half mile from the Project corridor in Hamilton 
County, Florida. No species occurrences were recorded within three miles of the corridor in 
Georgia or Alabama. 

�������Methodology�(������������������������March-October�2014) 
The USFWS (2003) Red-cockaded Woodpecker South Florida Survey Protocol will be utilized 
for guidance, but specific methodologies will follow recommendations for a general survey 
based on initial discussions with USFWS Jacksonville office. Proposed methodologies are 
summarized below. 

For the purpose of surveying, USFWS defines suitable foraging habitat as pine or pine/hardwood 
stand of forest, woodland, or savannah in which 50 percent or more of the dominant trees are 
pines and the dominant pine trees are generally 60 years in age or older.  For the purpose of 
surveying, suitable nesting habitat consists of pine, pine/hardwood, and hardwood/pine stands 
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that contain pines 60 years in age or older (generally >15.2 cm diameter-at-breast-height).  Pines 
60 years in age or older may be scattered or clumped within younger stands.   

Prior to surveying, based on available GIS FLUCFCS and National Land Cover data within the 
Project corridor and an aerial review of the existing habitats by experienced biologists, a total of 
241 acres in Florida and a combined 939 acres in Georgia and Alabama of potentially suitable 
nesting or foraging habitat were identified along the entire length of the current Project corridor.  

The first step in the survey procedure will consist of field reconnaissance of the potentially 
suitable habitats within the Project corridor to determine whether the areas are suitable for 
nesting. If no suitable nesting habitat exists upon initial visit, further assessment will not be 
conducted. Representative photographs and detailed field notes will be recorded in any area 
determined to be unsuitable. If suitable nesting pine trees are present (above), pedestrian 
transects will be conducted by experienced biologists throughout the potentially occupied area to 
survey for any cavity trees. Transects will be spaced so that each mature pine tree within an area 
is inspected. Per the protocol, necessary spacing between transects will vary with habitat 
structure and season from a maximum of 300 feet in very open pine stands to 150 feet or less in 
areas with a dense midstory. Transects will run north-south, as cavity entrances are primarily 
oriented in a westerly direction. Transect locations will be tracked using a handheld GPS unit. 
Biologists will record any observations of the species including calls, locations, and behavior.  If 
cavity trees are located within an area, their locations will be recorded using a handheld GPS unit 
and marked on an aerial field map. Activity status, cavity stage, and any entrance enlargement 
will be assessed and recorded.  

The key end products of this survey will include the following data to be provided to the 
USFWS: 

• Information sheet(s) including field survey dates, start and end times, survey daily 
weather information, total number of red-cockaded woodpeckers observed, and behavior; 
and. 

• Aerial photograph(s) depicting the current Project corridor, locations of any field-verified 
suitable nesting habitat with pedestrian transects, locations of any documented cavity 
trees, and all red-cockaded woodpeckers observed while conducting the survey or any 
other time including flight directions. 
 

Note: If occupied nesting or foraging habitat is confirmed within the Project corridor, Sabal Trail 
will consult with USFWS.  

���������������������(������������������) 
The eastern indigo snake uses of a broad range of habitats and it potentially may occur within the 
Sabal Trail disturbance area; however, no individuals have been documented during the 
preliminary field surveys of the Project corridor.  Based on initial desktop research, potential 
species occurrence in Georgia includes Brooks (historic), Colquitt (historic), and Lowndes 
Counties.  Potential occurrences along the Project corridor in Florida include Alachua, Citrus, 
Gilchrist, Hamilton, Lake, Levy, Madison, Marion, Orange, Osceola, Polk, Sumter, and 
Suwannee Counties. Based on data review from the FWC Fish and Wildlife Research Institute, 
anticipated areas for indigo observations along the Project corridor in Florida could include 
southeastern Lake County, southwestern Marion County near the Citrus County line/Adams 
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Hammock, Gilchrist County near Dry Prairie Hammock, southern Suwannee County, and 
western Hamilton County. 

According to the USFWS Survey Protocol for the Eastern Indigo Snake in North and Central 
Florida (September 2011), even though not commonly seen, eastern indigo snakes might be 
found throughout peninsular Florida in all terrestrial habitats and hydric hammocks that have not 
suffered high-density urban development (Moler 1985, 1992). In south Florida, the eastern 
indigo snake is thought to be more widely distributed than in other parts of its range. In central 
and coastal Florida, they are found mainly on higher elevation sandy ridges where they use 
gopher tortoise burrows when available. On the sandy central ridge of south Florida, eastern 
indigo snakes use gopher tortoise burrows more (62 percent) than other underground refugia 
(Layne and Steiner 1996). Subterranean refugia used in these areas include burrows of 
armadillos (Dasypus novemcinctus), cotton rats (Sigmodon hispidus), and land crabs (Cardisoma 
spp.); burrows of unknown origin; natural ground holes; hollows at the base of trees or shrubs; 
ground litter; trash piles; and crevices of rock-lined ditch walls (Layne and Steiner 1996). 
Eastern indigo snakes also inhabit some agricultural lands (e.g., sugar cane fields and associated 
canal banks) (Layne and Steiner 1996). In Georgia, indigo snakes overwinter in gopher tortoise 
burrows in sandhills but use a wide variety of other habitats during the rest of the year.  

���������������������������� 
Due to the temporary nature of the habitat impacts proposed for the project, and based on initial 
discussion with USFWS Jacksonville office, Sabal Trail will follow the USFWS Standard 
Protection Measures for the Eastern Indigo Snake (Plan) (August 2013) and is not planning on 
specific preconstruction surveys. These standard protection measures include temporarily 
relocating all gopher tortoises from the corridor immediately prior to construction by excavating 
all tortoise burrows.  Any indigo snake found in a burrow or within the Project corridor will be 
allowed to escape unharmed and without handling.  

The eastern indigo snake protection/education plan developed by the USFWS in Florida for all 
construction and survey personnel will be utilized for the project in all three states.  At least 30 
days prior to any clearing or land alteration activities, Sabal Trail will notify the appropriate 
USFWS Ecological Services Field Office (ESFO) that the detailed Plan will be implemented. 
With the notification of compliance with the Plan as described in detail in the above referenced 
document (including the use of the provided poster and brochure), it is understood that no written 
confirmation or approval from the USFWS is needed and Sabal Trail can move forward with the 
project upon sending this notice.  

The Plan materials will consist of the following: 1) combination of posters and pamphlets; and 2) 
verbal educational instructions to construction personnel by supervisory or management 
personnel before any clearing or land alteration activities are initiated. The Plan is summarized 
below.  

Informational posters will be placed at strategic locations along the construction corridor and 
along any proposed access roads. Posters will be sized 11”x17” laminated and will be identical to 
those provided by the USFWS. Posters will provide detailed information including: 1) a physical 
description of the eastern indigo snake; 2) similar snake species; 3) life history of the eastern 
indigo snake, including habitats and breeding information; 4) protections afforded to eastern 
indigo snakes under Federal and State Law, including information on the penalties for violating 
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these laws; 5) specific instructions for what to do if a live eastern indigo snake is observed on the 
site; 6) specific instructions for what do to if a dead eastern indigo snake is observed on the site; 
and 7) telephone numbers for the appropriate ESFO to be contacted if a live or dead eastern 
indigo snake is encountered.   

Before construction, these educational posters will be posted by the designated agent in the 
construction offices and throughout the construction corridor, including access roads. Prior to 
construction the designated agent will conduct a meeting with all construction staff and on an 
annual basis (if needed) to discuss the information contained in the poster (above). Construction 
staff will be informed of the proper field and reporting procedures in the event that live or dead 
eastern indigo snakes are observed.  

During construction and initial site clearing, an onsite observer may be utilized to determine 
whether existing habitat conditions suggest a reasonable probability of an eastern indigo snake 
sighting. Periodically during the construction activities, the designated agent will visit the project 
areas to observe condition of all posters and all other Plan materials and replace them as 
necessary. Construction personnel will continually be reminded of the detailed instructions on 
what is expected of them if any eastern indigo snakes are observed.  

As part of the Plan, a post construction monitoring report will be submitted to USFWS within 60 
days of the project completion. This report will be submitted regardless of whether or not eastern 
indigo snakes are observed. The report will be electronically emailed to the appropriate USFWS 
email address listed in the Plan.  

	������������������(��������������������)�and�Blue-tailed������������
(���������������������������) 
During initial field surveys, potential Florida sand skink tracks were observed in Osceola 
County. Within the Project corridor, sand skinks are known to occur in Marion, Lake, Polk, 
Orange, and Osceola Counties, while the blue-tailed mole skink occurs only in Polk and Osceola 
Counties.  Based on an initial GIS desktop analysis, the current Project corridor intersects the 
Consultation Area for the species in Marion, Lake, Polk, Orange, and Osceola Counties.  

�������������������ȋ������������������������March-May�2014) 

The USFWS (October 2011) Sand Skink and Blue-tailed Mole Skink Survey Protocol for 
Peninsular Florida will be followed for pedestrian surveys to determine presence of sand skinks. 
Blue-tailed mole skinks will be presumed present at any site with sand skinks in Polk and 
Osceola Counties.    
A total of 374 acres of potentially suitable habitat was identified within the species Consultation 
Area based on the available soil information within the current Project corridor and an aerial 
review of the existing habitats by experienced biologists. The following soil types were targeted 
to identify potentially suitable habitat: Candler, Apopka, Tavares, Pomello, Paola, Astatula, 
Satellite, and Kendrick. Soil types were further limited to elevations 82 feet above sea level or 
higher.  
The proposed pedestrian survey will determine if skinks are present. This survey will be 
conducted throughout all identified potentially suitable habitats, focusing on bare sand patches. 
Experienced biologists will look for the distinctive “S” shaped tracks of the sand skink in bare 
sand during calm, dry days.  Surveys will be avoided during periods when tracks are not likely to 
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be observed: after a rainfall, when the soil is moist, or during excessively windy conditions. As 
noted above, in areas where sand skink tracks are present within the distribution of blue-tailed 
mole skinks, both species will be presumed present. If it cannot be determined whether an 
observed track was made by sand skinks, biologists will photograph the tracks and provide these 
with the survey data. If the results of pedestrian surveys successfully detect skink tracks on any 
portion of the Project corridor, presence of skinks will be confirmed.  

The key end products of this survey will include the following data to be provided to USFWS: 

• Information sheet including field survey dates, start and end times, survey daily weather 
information, total number of sand skink tracks observed, and all skink observations.  

• Photo documentation of tracks at all sites where detected. 
• Aerial photograph depicting the current Project corridor, mapped habitat locations, 

pedestrian survey tracks, and any skink track locations.  
 

Note: If the pedestrian survey does not locate skink tracks, a more intensive coverboard survey 
may be requested. This survey would follow the Coverboard Survey Methodology as provided in 
the USFWS (October 2011) Sand Skink and Blue-tailed Mole Skink Survey Protocol for 
Peninsular Florida. 


���������������(
������������������)��
During initial field survey of the Project corridor, documentation of suitable habitat, gopher 
tortoise individuals, or their burrows were recorded in each of the eleven surveyed counties in 
Florida and six of the eight surveyed counties in Georgia. Based on initial desktop analysis, 
gopher tortoises are likely to occur throughout the majority of the suitable upland habitats 
associated with the Project corridor in Alabama, Georgia, and Florida.  

�������������������ȋ��������ͷͻ�ά�����������������������conducted�April-October�
2014) 
According to Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) Gopher Tortoise 
Permitting Guidelines (April 2013), all potentially occupied burrows (active and inactive) within 
the construction right-of-way, and burrows within 25 feet of any proposed construction 
disturbance, will need to be excavated and the tortoise safely relocated from the Project corridor. 
As a part of the gopher tortoise relocation permitting process for the Sabal Trail Project, FWC 
will require detailed surveys for tortoise be conducted in accordance with the standard 
methodology of the FWC for Temporary Exclusion Permit for Major Linear Utility Corridors 
(April 2013). This methodology will be applied in Georgia and Alabama as well, in order utilize 
best available scientific methods and ensure consistency in surveys and planning for the Project.  

Prior to surveying, and based on both the available FLUCFCS and National Land Cover data 
within the Project corridor, a total of 11,958 acres of potentially suitable and potentially occupied 
habitat was mapped within the existing upland communities in Alabama, Georgia, and Florida. 

Specific field surveys within the Project corridor will be conducted by FWC-Authorized Gopher 
Tortoise Agents and designated Assistants to Authorized Agents (FL).  Surveys will include the 
initial 15 percent pedestrian survey of suitable and representative potentially suitable habitats to 
locate gopher tortoise burrows and to estimate the overall density of gopher tortoises within the 
Project corridor to assist in future permitting.  Designation of evenly spaced belt transects will be 
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distributed across all potentially occupied tortoise habitat.  Maximum transect widths will be 16 
meters (52 feet), and in areas with heavy vegetative cover the width of each transect will be 
reduced to allow for the detection of burrows within the transect. The total area covered by 
transects will be calculated to adjust for the reduced width.  

Burrows will be categorized as active, inactive, or abandoned. Each burrow will be staked and 
marked with highly visible flagging tape in the field for future identification. The location of 
each flagged burrow will be recorded using a handheld GPS unit. GPS coordinates will be 
provided for all burrows observed within, or partially within, the boundaries of each transect, and 
the centerline of each transect will be recorded.   

The key end products of this survey will include the following data to be provided to the FWC to 
support permit applications, including: 

• All mapped potentially suitable and/or potentially occupied habitat within the current 
Project corridor 

• Locations of all pedestrian transects  
• GPS locations of observed burrows with an associated activity status 

For each transect, the raw data will be summarized in a table (transect dimensions, number of 
burrows by activity class, number of burrows by size class, and burrow density per acre). The 
average tortoise density will be reported using the following calculation:  

(Total Potentially Occupied Burrows) x (0.50) = Tortoises/Acre 
(Total Acres within Survey Area) 

 
Overall, the number of tortoises within the Project corridor will be estimated using the following 
formula: 

Estimated No. of Tortoises = Tortoises/Acre x Acres of Occupied Habitat 

Note: A 100 percent coverage survey will be completed and submitted a minimum of 90 days 
before initiation of relocation efforts prior to the start of clearing for construction within all 
segments of the Project corridor. 

������������������������������(	����������������������) 
No kestrels have been observed within the Project corridor, but initial field surveys occurred 
outside of the appropriate survey window for the Florida-listed Southeastern American kestrel. 
Based on an initial desktop analysis, potential species occurrence along the Project corridor 
includes Alachua, Citrus, Gilchrist, Hamilton, Lake, Levy, Madison, Marion, Orange, Osceola, 
Polk, Sumter, and Suwannee Counties.     

According to Stys (1993), based on FLUCFCS, the following habitats are considered to have 
potential to support Southeastern American kestrels: recreational land, improved pasture, 
unimproved pasture, woodland pasture, specialty farms, other open lands, herbaceous rangeland, 
coniferous forest, pine flatwoods, longleaf xeric-oak, pine-mesic oak, xeric oak, hardwood-
conifer mixed, mixed hardwood, forest regeneration areas, rural land  in transition without 
positive indication of intended activity, and burned areas. 
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Survey Methodology (planned to be conducted April-August 2014) 
The FWC Ecology and Habitat Protection Needs of the Southeastern American Kestrel (Falco 
sparverius paulus) on Large-Scale Development Sites in Florida, Nongame Wildlife Technical 
Report No 13 (Stys 1993) will be utilized for guidance, but specific methodologies will follow 
recommendations for a modified survey based on initial discussions with FWC Orlando office. 
Proposed methodologies are summarized below.  

Prior to surveying, based on the available FLUCFCS within the current Project corridor, a total 
of 3,986 acres of potentially suitable and potentially occupied habitat was identified within the 
existing upland communities in Florida. 

The primary goal of our proposed methodology is to determine the number, if any, of 
southeastern American kestrels or kestrel pairs within the Project corridor and mapping of nest 
sites. A single occurrence of a combination of vehicular and pedestrian transects will be 
conducted throughout the previously identified potentially suitable habitat. Transect length and 
distance between transects will vary based on existing vegetative conditions.  

Surveys will be conducted during the spring and summer (April – August) during the morning 
hours, on calm, clear days.  For driving transects, a driving speed of 10 – 25 mph will be 
maintained, varying in response to terrain, road condition, and visibility.  Pedestrian transects 
will be walked at a steady pace. Biologists will look for and record any signs of kestrel activity 
including kestrels perched on fencerows, telephone poles and lines, and trees, kestrels flying or 
hovering or where kestrels were exhibiting courtship, breeding, or territorial defense behaviors. 
Biologists will locate and investigate potential nest sites on foot. Although longleaf pine snags 
are the most utilized for nesting, biologist will examine possible nest sites in all types of trees or 
utility structures. Measurements at a nest site will include tree species, stage of decay, and nest 
tree health. If the nest site is in a man-made structure, the type of structure, physical state of 
structure and location of the nest within or on the structure will be noted.  

Kestrel sightings will be recorded on field maps and GPS coordinates will be collected.  Flight 
paths and landing locations will also be recorded along with behavioral and vocalization notes.   

The key end products of this survey will include the following data to be provided to the FWC, 
including: 

• Information sheet including field survey dates, start and end times, survey daily weather 
information, total number of kestrel observations, and all kestrel observations. 

• Aerial photograph depicting the current Project corridor, potentially suitable mapped 
habitat locations, pedestrian and vehicular survey tracks, any kestrels observed while 
conducting the survey or any other time including flight directions, and confirmed nest 
sites. 

 
Note: If Southeastern American kestrel nest sites are documented within the Project corridor, 
Sabal Trail will consult with FWC. 

	���������������������(����������������������������) 
No individuals or burrows were documented during initial field surveys. Based on initial desktop 
analysis, potential occurrence within the species range along the current Project corridor includes 
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Alachua, Citrus, Gilchrist, Lake, Levy, Marion, Orange, Osceola, Polk, Sumter, and Suwannee 
Counties.       

Potentially occupied habitat for Florida burrowing owls includes high areas with low growing 
grass/forb groundcover and areas of sparsely vegetated, sandy ground.   

�������Methodology�(������������������������April-����2014) 
According to Wood (2001), determining presence or absence and abundance can be effectively 
achieved via widely spaces walking transects. Therefore, and due to the similar habitat types and 
belt transect survey methodology, surveys for the Florida burrowing owl will take place in 
conjunction with the initial 15 percent gopher tortoise survey in Florida.  Surveys will be 
conducted during daylight hours when weather is conducive to observing owls outside their 
burrow, avoiding surveys during heavy rain, high winds, or dense fog. 

As stated by Wood (2001), the accuracy of survey data can be affected by the time of year and 
time of day that surveys occur. Though Florida burrowing owls can be active year round, the 
species is more active during the breeding season (February 15 to July 10), and surveys are 
intended to be completed during this timeframe for the most effective results. Individual burrows 
will be classified as active when owls are in attendance but also when observed burrows are 
decorated with shredded paper, tinfoil or other debris. Locations of all observed burrows will be 
obtained with a handheld GPS unit.  Additional notes will include numbers of breeding pairs and 
any juveniles, flight paths, and behavior.  

Note: If active Florida burrowing owl burrows are documented within the Project corridor, Sabal 
Trail will consult with FWC. 

�������ǯ��	��������rel�(����������������������) 
Four individuals were documented during initial field surveys in Lake, Gilchrist, and Sumter 
Counties, Florida. Based on initial desktop analysis, potential occurrence within the species 
range along the current Project corridor includes Alachua, Citrus, Gilchrist, Hamilton, Lake, 
Levy, Madison, Marion, Orange, Osceola, Polk, Sumter, and Suwannee Counties.       

Potentially occupied habitat for Sherman’s fox squirrel includes open, mature, upland pine-oak 
communities in addition to bottomland, upland forests, and cypress dome and strands when 
adjacent to or interspersed within a pine-oak community. Suburban parks and golf courses and a 
number of pine-oak improved pastures may also be utilized by the species (Wood 2001).  

�������Methodology�(������������������������April-August�2014) 
According to Wood (2001), due to the fox squirrel’s size and striking color patterns in 
combination with the fact that they occupy relatively open habitats, the animals are typically 
conspicuous when present. For this reason, the initial belt transects to locate gopher tortoise 
burrows will also be effective in documenting the presence of Sherman’s fox squirrels. In open 
habitats transects will be spaced approximately 300 feet apart and in denser habitats, transects 
will be spaced according with regard to range of visibility. 

Sherman’s fox squirrels can be observed year round, but peak periods of breeding activity occur 
between May-July and again December-January. During this time vocalizations are frequent and 
male and female individuals interact with one another during mating chases. If Sherman’s fox 
squirrels are present during the breeding season, and in areas where the species has previously 
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been documented, experienced biologists will locate any nest sites within the current Project 
corridor utilizing foot investigations.  

Locations of all Sherman’s fox squirrels will be obtained with a handheld GPS unit.  Additional 
notes will include numbers of individuals or breeding pairs and any observed behaviors.  Nest 
site locations within the corridor will also be recorded using a handheld GPS unit. Foraging areas 
will also be mapped, if known.  If a nest site is believed to be in a location outside of the current 
Project corridor, approximate location will be recorded on a field map.   

Note: If Sherman’s fox squirrel nest sites are documented within the Project corridor, Sabal Trail 
will consult with FWC. 

��������������������
������(
�������������) 
The southeastern pocket gopher is state protected in Alabama and Georgia. No individuals were 
documented during initial field surveys. Based on initial desktop analysis, potential occurrence 
within the species range along the current Project corridor includes Russell County in Alabama 
and Brooks and Dougherty Counties in Georgia.  

Based on Southern Wildlife Consults Survey of the Current Distribution of the Southeastern 
Pocket Gopher in Georgia submitted to GADNR (June 2008), little information is available on 
current distribution and availability of suitable habitat. The results of the survey indicated a clear 
relationship between the presence of pocket gophers and longleaf and sandhill type habitats. In 
addition, longleaf pine forests converted to cropland, pasture or pine plantations may be less 
conducive to pocket gophers. According to the Southern Wildlife Consults (2008) survey, 
potential habitat in Georgia includes all counties intersected by the current Project corridor, and 
both historic and new locations were mapped in Brooks and Dougherty Counties.   

�������������������ȋ������������������������April-�������2014) 
A broad approach to determine species presences and distribution will be utilized. In Georgia 
and Alabama, sightings of active mounds will be identified during the initial pedestrian belt 
transects to locate gopher tortoise burrows. Locations of mounds will be obtained using a 
handheld GPS unit and mapped on aerial photographs of the current Project corridor. 
Representative photographs of mounds will be taken.  

	��������������������������������� 
Based on initial desktop analysis, 32 federally listed plant species were initially identified as 
having the potential to occur within the Project corridor based on general range information.  Of 
these 32 federally listed plants, three were documented during the preliminary field 
reconnaissance of the Project corridor including Canby’s Dropwort (Oxypolis canbyi), American 
Chaffseed (Schwalbea americana), and Cooley’s Meadowrue (Thalictrum cooleyi) all in 
Dougherty County, Georgia. The likelihood of all other potential species to occur along the right 
of way ranges from “highly unlikely” to “likely”.  

A more in depth analysis was then conducted on the existing habitats and the potential for listed 
plant species occurrence on or near the current Project corridor. A total of twelve species were 
identified as having a “possible” to “likely” chance to occur and also have potential habitat 
identified within the current Project corridor. Habitats were identified using the best available 
data which includes FLUCFCS in Florida and National Land Cover in Alabama and Georgia.  
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�������Methodology� 
Individual patches of identified potential habitat are relatively small, so the entirety of it will be 
surveyed (by a team of biologists who have been trained to recognize the species) by walking 
meandering transects across each habitat during the time period when the species should be 
visible, if present. In all cases, transects will cover 100% of the identified suitable habitat within 
the current Project corridor.  All surveys will be documented using GPS tracking and GPS 
locations of any of listed plants will be recorded and mapped.  Representative photographs of all 
federally listed plant species will be taken. Survey methods and timing need to vary by species. 
The following information outlines the specific species surveys and schedules that will be 
followed for the Project.   

������������f�����ǡ��������ǯ������-Grass�(������������������)ǡ���������������������(���������
reliquum)�(������������������������������ʹͲͳͶ�) 
American Chaffseed occurs in areas of Alabama, Georgia, and Florida within moist, grassy 
ecotones around ponds in longleaf pine sandhills, longleaf pine savannas, sandhills, and 
flatwoods. This species is highly dependent on fire management. Surveys will focus on 650 acres 
of potentially suitable habitat identified within the species’ range. This survey will be conducted 
during times when the plant is flowering, which includes the month of April.  

Britton’s Bear-Grass occurs in Florida within dry pinewoods, sandhill, and sand pine scrub.  This 
survey will be conducted between March and December when the plant is in bloom or fruit, as it 
is most conspicuous during that time frame. Surveys will focus on 204 acres of potentially 
suitable habitat identified within the species’ range.   

Relict Trillium occurs in areas of Georgia and Alabama within hardwood forests, often on steep 
slopes. The appropriate survey window includes early spring months. Surveys will focus on 14 
acres of potentially suitable habitat identified within the species’ range.  

	���������������(�������������������)ǡ������-L���������������(��������������������)ǡ�
����������������(�������������������������Ǥ�gnaphalifolium)ǡ�������ǯ�����������(���������
lewtonii)ǡ����������������(�����������������)�(planned�����������������M���ʹͲͳͶȌ 
Florida Bonamia occurs within openings or disturbed areas in white sand scrub on central Florida 
ridges with scrub oaks, sand pines, and lichens. The appropriate survey window is May-
September. Surveys will focus on 100 acres of potentially suitable habitat identified within the 
species’ range.  

Short-Leaved Rosemary occurs in central Florida in sand pine scrub. The species is visible year 
round, but most individuals flower in spring. Surveys will focus on 13 acres of potentially 
suitable habitat identified within the species’ range.  

Scrub Buckwheat occurs in sandhills, scrub on yellow sands, high pinelands between scrub and 
sandhill and turkey oak barrens in Florida. Surveys will be conducted between May and October 
or following fire. Surveys will focus on 86 acres of potentially suitable habitat identified within 
the species’ range.  

Lewton’s Polygala occurs in Florida within oak scrub, sandhills, and transition zones between 
high pine and turkey oak barrens. Surveys will be conducted in spring in May. Surveys will 
focus on 86 acres of potentially suitable habitat identified within the species’ range.  
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Scrub Plum occurs in sandhill and oak scrub in central Florida. The species is fruiting in March-
May, but the species is recognizable year round. Surveys will focus on 138 acres of potentially 
suitable habitat identified within the species’ range. 

������ǯ������������(����������������������������ʹͲͳͶ) 
Cooley’s Meadowrue occurs in Georgia in wet savannas. The appropriate survey window is June 
and surveys will occur at this time in Dougherty and Mitchell Counties, Georgia. Surveys will 
focus on 7 acres of potentially suitable habitat identified within the species’ range. 

C�����ǯ�������-Willow�(���������������)ǡ�	�������	�����	����(����������������������
floridanum)ǡ����������ǯ�����������(������������������������August-September�2014) 
Surveys for Cooley’s Water-Willow will focus on moist hardwood forests and rises in 
hammocks or swamps along the current Project corridor in Lake and Sumter Counties in Florida.  
In practice, such areas are limited to mesic woods, much of which is close to the stream 
crossings.  Such areas will be surveyed when the plant is blooming and most recognizable (June-
November). Surveys will focus on 150 acres of potentially suitable habitat identified within the 
species’ range.  

Florida Filmy Fern occurs on tree trunks in hammocks, and edges of limesinks and limestone 
boulders, often in association with mosses and liverworts. Surveys will focus on potentially 
suitable areas in Sumter County, Florida. This species can be identified year round. Surveys will 
focus on 132 acres of potentially suitable habitat identified within the species’ range. 

Canby’s Dropwort occurs on edges of ponds, sloughs, bays and wet savannas in Dougherty, Lee, 
and Terrell Counties in Georgia. The appropriate survey window for this species is August-
October. Surveys will focus on 155 acres of potentially suitable habitat identified within the 
species’ range. 

������������������������� 

�����������(Haliae������������������) 
According to the FWC Bald Eagle Nest Locater Database, 13 bald eagle nest locations are 
known to occur within one mile of the current Project corridor in the state of Florida.  In 
Georgia, five known occurrences have been reported within a three-mile radius of the Project 
corridor according to the Natural Heritage Database. In Alabama, no occurrences have been 
reported within a three-mile radius of the Project corridor. During the preliminary field surveys 
of the Project corridor, five bald eagles were observed in Florida: one individual in harvested 
planted pine area in Levy County, one juvenile flying over improved pasture in Levy County, 
one adult perched in Marion County, one juvenile perched in Marion County, and an active nest 
with two adults present at another location in Marion County.  

�������������������ȋ������������������������	��������ͶͷͺȌ 
The FWC Eagle Nest Locator database, the Georgia DNR Natural Heritage data, the Alabama 
DCNR Natural Heritage Program data, and initial field survey data have been reviewed and all 
known nests in the vicinity of the Project corridor have been mapped.  Bald eagles are protected 
under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA) and, as such, a 660 foot protection 
zone with restrictions exists during the nesting season for any active nests. Nesting activity status 
will be recorded for all bald eagle nests located within 660 feet (approximate) of the Project 
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corridor centerline.  Nest locations will be documented with a photograph, approximate GPS 
coordinates obtained in the helicopter, and nesting status will be recorded. 

In the Southeastern U.S., nesting season occurs between October 1 to May 30 with eggs 
generally laid in December and early January.  Aerial helicopter surveys will take place in late 
February on calm, clear days, with good visibility.  Flights will not be conducted during 
inclement weather or winds > 20 knots.  Experienced biologists will conduct the surveys while 
an experienced pilot maintains an air speed of 60-80 knots and an altitude of about 300 feet, 
which is an appropriate distance to avoid disturbance.  Where tree cover is dense, the pilot will 
be asked to circle and make additional passes until the area is covered thoroughly.   Biologists 
will use binoculars and a camera that features substantial optical and digital zoom. This 
technique minimizes disturbance to the birds by allowing for nest photos to be examined in much 
closer detail on the computer rather than with binoculars. 

The key end products of the survey will include the following data: 

• Information sheet including field survey dates, start and end times, survey daily weather 
information. 

• Aerial photograph of the current Project corridor with aerial helicopter survey flight path, 
all nest locations, and activity status. 

• Photo documentation.  
• General observational notes at each nest including number of adult eagles, number of 

eggs, nestlings, or fledglings, and behavior (e.g., adult in incubating posture). 

�����������(������������������Ȍ�a�������������������������������������� 
No individuals have been documented during the preliminary field surveys of the Project 
corridor.  Two wood stork colonies are documented within three miles of the Project corridor in 
Georgia based on the Natural Heritage Database. In Alabama, no occurrences have been reported 
within a three-mile radius of the Project corridor. Based on an initial GIS desktop analysis, the 
corridor intersects Core Foraging Areas (CFA) for wood stork colonies in all counties intersected 
along the Project corridor in Florida.  

An initial review of known colony locations suggest that foraging habitat is the primary habitat 
value for wood storks along the Project corridor.  Most critical to foraging is food availability 
during the nesting period.  The types of wetlands that provide forage to storks include drying 
marshes or stock ponds, shallow roadside or agricultural ditches, and depressions in cypress 
heads or sloughs. However, wood storks can potentially utilize all wetlands habitats along the 
Project corridor for foraging, with foraging at any given wetland occurring principally during 
times when water levels are above the land surface but low enough for the “tactile foraging” 
technique used by this species.  Foraging areas shift with time as water levels change.  

�������������������ȋ�����������������������������ǡ����ǡ���������Ͷͷͺ) 
All known wood stork colonies within the Project corridor and those whose core foraging area 
(CFA; i.e., area within 15 miles of each colony) intersect the corridor have been obtained and 
mapped.  In addition, state-listed colonial nesting water bird data will be obtained from FWC and 
Natural Heritage Program databases.  

The proposed survey methodology will utilize aerial helicopter surveys as these are an effective 
technique available to cover large areas.  Aerial helicopter flights will be used to assess any 
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wood stork or other listed colonial nesting water birds colonies within the Project corridor in 
Alabama, Georgia, and Florida.  Aerial observations will be conducted once per month for three 
total months during the nesting season. All flights will be conducted on days with little or no 
wind or rain, and good visibility at elevations of about 300 feet.  Two experienced biologists will 
fly the established route (one on either side of the helicopter).  At each wetland, the pilot will be 
asked to maintain adequate altitude as to not disturb any water birds that are present and to circle 
the wetland as necessary to get an accurate count and identification of species.  

A GPS will be used to record each survey route and a location point will be recorded for each 
colony observed.  Nests will be counted and locations of colonies will be mapped on a current 
color aerial.  For wetlands with foraging wood storks, individuals will be counted and recorded 
on a per-wetland basis.  In addition to wood storks, the ecologists will record other observed 
water birds species per types of wetlands.   

������	�������State-������������������������������������[������������������(��������
caerulea)ǡ�������������(�������������)ǡ������������������(����������������)ǡ������������
(���������������)ǡ�����������������������(������ajaja)] 
No colonial nesting water bird colonies have been documented during the preliminary field 
surveys of the Project corridor. Two water bird colonies are documented within three miles of 
the Project corridor in the state of Georgia based on the Natural Heritage Database.  In Alabama, 
no occurrences have been reported within a three-mile radius of the Project corridor. In Florida, 
no occurrences have been reported within a three-mile radius of the Project corridor according to 
FNAI. Colonial nesting water birds will be documented if observed during the aerial helicopter 
surveys conducted for bald eagles and wood storks. A significant amount of preferred foraging 
habitat for wading birds has been identified within the Project corridor including  ponds, lakes, 
and wetlands.  

The key end products of this aerial survey will include the following data: 

• A list of known colonies whose foraging areas intersect the Project corridor. 
• Information sheet including field survey dates, start and end times, survey daily weather 

information. 
• Aerial photograph of the current Project corridor with survey flight path, locations of any 

colonies, and nest counts. 
• Observations and counts of foraging individuals on a per-wetland basis. 

	����������������������(
����c����������pratensisȌ�a�����������(�������
guarauna) 
The Florida sandhill crane has been observed and reported on four separate occasions during 
initial field surveys of the Project corridor in Lake and Sumter Counties. No limpkins have been 
recorded.  

The Florida sandhill crane is typically found in open prairies, and spends much of the year 
foraging in a variety of upland habitats including improved pasture, open pine forest, and 
agricultural croplands. Florida sandhill cranes nest in shallow freshwater marshes. The limpkin 
inhabits a wide range of habitats from freshwater marshes and swamps to sugarcane fields and 
banks of irrigation canals.  The limpkin has a wide range of nesting sites including mounds of 
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marsh grasses and high in trees.  All of these habitats have been identified within the current 
Project corridor in Florida.  

����������������(������������������������	�������ǡ���������������ͶͷͺȌ 
The proposed survey methodology utilizes aerial helicopter surveys as they are an effective 
technique available for large areas.  Florida sandhill crane nests are usually large and 
conspicuous, making them easy to locate and identify from the air.  Prior to sampling, potential 
habitats will be identified and mapped and flight paths will be established to provide as close to 
100% coverage as possible.  

Aerial surveys will be conducted during February and May (concurrent with bald eagle and 
wood stork nesting surveys where possible), and will take place on calm clear days with good 
visibility.  Two experienced biologists will fly the established route (one on either side of the 
helicopter) with the pilot maintaining an optimal altitude of about 300 feet.  When nests or 
foraging cranes are spotted, the pilot will be asked to maintain adequate altitude and circle the 
area as necessary to get an accurate count.  Three separate sampling events will take place, 
spaced several weeks apart, throughout the breeding season.  Depending on the area of land to be 
covered, each sampling event may take multiple days to complete.    

A GPS will be used to record the survey path and locations of Florida sandhill crane and limpkin 
individuals or nest sites.  Biologists will note any observations that can be used to help determine 
the extent of utilization of the surveyed area.  A map will be provided showing the helicopter 
route for each survey and counts of nests and individuals observed.  

����������������

Mussels 
Mussel sampling techniques will follow the Freshwater Mussel Survey Protocol (Protocol) 
developed by USFWS and the Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) specifically for 
the drainages within the Project corridor throughout Florida, Georgia, and eastern Alabama 
(Carlson et al. 2008).  This Protocol was written for the expressed purpose of determining 
presence/absence of protected species.  The guidelines prescribed by the Protocol are specific yet 
flexible, particularly with respect to seasonality and size of the survey area.  Coordination with 
USFWS will occur prior to each survey to determine exactly how the Protocol can be best 
adapted to a specific crossing.   

����������� 
The Protocol defines the extent of the survey area as the Prescribed Search Area (PSA) and 
offers different PSAs for wadeable and nonwadeable systems.  The goal of the PSA is to 
encompass a range of mussel habitats, as well as contain the cumulative impacts, both upstream 
and downstream, of the proposed activity.  For these reasons, the exact limits of the PSA need to 
be decided during coordination with USFWS on a site-specific basis.   

The standard PSA for wadeable streams is 100 meters upstream and 300 meters downstream 
from the proposed impact area.  The Protocol does not specify a PSA for nonwadeable streams, 
other than to direct the surveyor to USFWS for case-by-case review.  Nonwadeable PSAs are 
generally expected to encompass more area to accommodate a larger water body.  Previous 
surveys have been performed surveys in nonwadeable waters with PSAs as short as 46 meters 
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and as long as 2,500 meters.  Given the nature of horizontal directional drilling (HDD) no in-
water work is proposed unless there is an unanticipated frac-out. If a frac-out occurs the HDD 
contingency plan would be implemented which will include consultation with USACE and 
USFWS prior to additional work being conducted.   It is possible that PSAs (both wadeable and 
nonwadeable) may be shorter than standard lengths.  This will be decided on a site-specific basis 
during coordination with USFWS. 

����������������������������������� 
The Protocol defines an appropriate survey window as the end of April through the end of 
November; although, it qualifies this timeframe as flexible based on climatic conditions and 
reproductive behavior of target species.  Sabal Trail proposes to perform all survey work during 
this timeframe and will coordinate with USFWS as early as possible if conditions are otherwise.   

Survey timing will also take into account the present and antecedent hydrologic conditions of the 
waterbody.  When available, surveyors will consult United States Geologic Survey (USGS) 
stream monitoring gauges to determine whether the stage and flow are indicative of a stable 
regime.  Surveys will only be scheduled only during periods when flow measures within the 25th 
- 75th percentiles.   

������������������ 
All mussel surveys will be qualitative (i.e., presence/absence) unless otherwise directed by 
USFWS.  Should USFWS require a quantitative survey, then a study design will be drafted and 
proposed based on the specifics of the crossing.   Surveys will be conducted via tactile and visual 
means and will be aided by snorkeling in shallower areas (< 1 meter depth) and SCUBA diving 
in deeper habitats.  Survey efforts will begin at the downstream-most end of the PSA and 
gradually progress upstream at a pace that allows all productive habitats to be adequately 
inspected.  Within smaller wadeable creeks, natural landmarks such as vegetation or bank 
characteristics will be used to keep track of surveyed area to ensure that the PSA is thoroughly 
inspected.  For larger systems Sabal Trail may employ the use of dive chains to 
compartmentalize sampling blocks to achieve the same goal.  All mussel surveys will be 
conducted in the presence of staff having a section 10(a)(1)(A) recovery permit, as well as 
applicable state scientific collecting permits.  

All native Unionids collected will be gathered in mesh bags and periodically sorted and 
enumerated by species.  Survey times will be recorded and Catch-Per-Unit-Effort (CPUE) will 
be calculated and reported for each species.  Shell length will also be recorded to the nearest mm 
for all state and/or federally listed species.  Non-listed mussels will be returned to the general 
area from which they were collected following data collection.  Listed species will be carefully 
rebedded near their point of extraction with posterior end oriented up. Sabal Trail is not 
proposing to tag any mussels, since tagging can be considered a form of ‘take’, but we have the 
resources to affix vinyl glue and/or Passive Inductive Transponder (PIT) tags, should USFWS 
request it.   

Sub-meter accuracy GPS points will be collected at the upstream and downstream termini of the 
PSA, as well as at each location where a listed individual, or cluster of listed individuals, is 
found.  Representative photographs of each species will be recorded, as well as general habitat 
conditions within the PSA.  Physiochemical data (pH, conductivity, temperature, dissolved 
oxygen) will be measured using properly calibrated YSI multi-parameter sondes.  
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	����a������������
Fish sampling techniques will generally follow the standard operating procedures (SOP) outlined 
by the Georgia Department of Natural Resources (GADNR) for fish biomonitoring in wadeable 
streams (GADNR 2005).  This SOP was developed for the purpose of assessing overall 
community health and not for determining presence/absence of a particular species; therefore, 
modifications are necessary to ensure that sampling effort is appropriately tailored to the life 
history characteristics of each target species.  However, the general guidance of this document as 
it pertains to sampling equipment, survey area, and seasonality are readily compatible and form 
the basis for our methodology. 

����������������������� 
The survey extent will be positioned such that the Project corridor bisects the determined survey 
length.  Survey length will be calculated as 35 times the mean stream width (MSW).  MSW will 
be determined by averaging measured width (to the nearest 0.1 m) at a minimum of five 
randomly selected transects located within 50 meters upstream and downstream from the Project 
corridor.   

Surveys will generally be scheduled to occur during April through October of 2014; although, 
this timeframe will remain flexible based on prevailing climatic conditions, namely temperature 
and rainfall.   Surveys will not occur when water temperatures are below 10oC.  

Survey timing will also take into account both present and antecedent hydrologic conditions of 
the waterbody.  When available, surveyors will consult United States Geologic Survey (USGS) 
stream monitoring gauges to determine whether the stage and flow are indicative of a stable 
regime.  Surveys will only be scheduled only during periods when flow measures within the 25th 
- 75th percentiles. 

������������������ 
Fish and crayfish will be collected via single-pass backpack electrofishing using pulsed DC 
current produced from a Smith-Root LR-24 backpack electrofisher unit (BPEF) in accordance 
with conventional electrofishing techniques as described by Reynolds (1996).  Streams with a 
MSW measuring 5-10 meters will be surveyed using a BPEF.  Streams wider than 10 meters will 
be sampled by multiple BPEFs or with a barge electrofisher.  Best professional judgment will be 
used to determine the exact number and type of electrofishing equipment necessary for the site 
conditions.  A minimum of two surveyors will be used for single BPEF surveys; one to carry the 
BPEF and one to serve as dip netter.  A minimum of five surveyors will be used for multiple 
BPEF surveys or during barge electrofishing surveys.   

Sampling will begin at the downstream-most end of the survey length and gradually progress 
upstream at a pace that allows all available habitats to be adequately sampled.  Seine nets will be 
used in conjunction with electrofishing equipment to help ensure capture of all stunned animals.  
Seine nets will be posited at the downstream end of a stream feature (riffle, run, pool) prior to 
electrical sampling.  In cobble-dominated riffles, the BPEF operator and dip netters upstream 
from the seine net will shuffle their feet against the substrate to dislodge any stunned fish that 
may be wedged amongst the rocks.  A D-frame invertebrate dipnet will also be used to target 
crayfish within undercut banks, submerged aquatic vegetation, and inundated macrophytes.   
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Stunned fish will be dip netted and held in a five-gallon bucket with routinely replenished water 
to await processing once the entire reach has been surveyed. During processing, readily 
identifiable fish will be identified to species, enumerated, examined for external anomalies, and 
mass-weighed by species before being released. Representative photographs of each species will 
be collected, as well as the general habitat conditions within the survey reach.  Physiochemical 
data (pH, conductivity, temperature, dissolved oxygen) will be measured using properly 
calibrated YSI multi-parameter sondes. 

������������������������������� 

Florida�-���������������������������� 
Consultation with Florida Natural Areas Inventory (FNAI) produced no records of state listed 
species within the Project corridor crossings. Also, there are no known occurrences of federally 
protected mussels or intersections with mussel Critical Habitat along the Project corridor in 
Florida.   

The Project corridor does intersect Gulf sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrinchus desotoi) Critical Habitat 
at two locations along the upper Suwannee and lower Withlacoochee Rivers.  Physical sampling 
of Gulf sturgeon is not recommended in order to avoid the undue stress related to gill net capture.   

Georgia�-�����������������������������
Initial consultation with the GADNR database listed specific water bodies of consideration; 
however, only areas crossed by the Project corridor have been proposed for surveys at this time.  

��������������������ȋGADNR�������ͳǣ�͵ʹǤͳͺ,�-84.98274) 
The GADNR Natural Heritage Program contains record of the state listed bluestripe shiner 
(Cyprinella callitaenia) occurring within one mile of this crossing.  Survey for this species is not 
feasible due to the size of the nonwadeable waterbody; therefore, no survey efforts are being 
proposed for this crossing.  The bluestripe shiner spawns during May – June by depositing eggs 
in the crevices of submerged logs or fractured rocks.  There is no record of any other state listed 
fish species within the vicinity of this crossing and the Project corridor does not intersect Critical 
Habitat for fish or mussels.    

�������������������ȋGADNR�������ʹǣ�͵ʹǤͳͷ͵ͷʹ,�-84.93080) 
The GADNR Natural Heritage Program has record of the state listed bluestripe shiner 
(Cyprinella callitaenia) and blacktip shiner (Lythrurus atrapiculus) occurring within one-half 
mile of this crossing.  Review of aerial imagery of the proposed crossing location indicates 
favorable habitat for these species within the Hannahatchee; therefore, a fish survey will be 
conducted prior to construction activities if HDD is not proposed as the crossing method.  The 
Project corridor also crosses an unnamed tributary to Hannahatchee Creek approximately one 
mile northeast, but aerial imagery indicates a predominantly lentic habitat, likely resultant from 
beaver activity; therefore, a survey is only being proposed for the corridor crossing of 
Hannahatchee Creek proper.  There is no record of any other state listed fish or crayfish species 
within immediate vicinity to this crossing and the Project corridor does not intersect Critical 
Habitat for fish or mussels.    
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���������������ȋGADNR�������͵ǣ�͵ʹǤͳ͵ͳͳ,�-84.86821) 
The GADNR Natural Heritage Program has record of the state listed grainy crayfish 
(Procambarus verrucosus) occurring in Coluchee Creek within one-half mile of the Project 
corridor. This species prefers lentic conditions and is commonly collected from amongst 
submerged aquatic vegetation or inundated wetland vegetation. A dip net survey will be 
conducted for this species prior to construction activities if HDD is not proposed as the crossing 
method.  There is no record of any other state listed fish or crayfish species within Coluchee 
Creek and the proposed Project corridor does not intersect Critical Habitat for fish or mussels.    

	�����������������ȋGADNR�������Ͷǣ�͵ʹǤͲͻͲ͵ͷ,�-84.81324) 
The GADNR Natural Heritage Program has record of the state listed broadstripe shiner 
(Pteronotropis euryzonus) within two miles of this proposed crossing in Colochee Creek.  Aerial 
reconnaissance indicates favorable habitat for this species at the Project corridor crossing; 
therefore, a fish survey will be conducted prior to construction activities if HDD is not proposed 
as the crossing method.  There is no record of any other state listed fish or crayfish species 
within immediate vicinity to this crossing and the Project corridor does not intersect Critical 
Habitat for fish or mussels.    

�����������������ȋGADNR�������ͷǣ�͵ʹǤͲͳͳͷ,�-84.75322) 
The GADNR Natural Heritage Program has record of the state listed russetfin topminnow 
(Fundulus escambiae) and broadstripe shiner (Pteronotropis euryzonus) within two miles of this 
proposed crossing in Hodchodkee Creek. Aerial reconnaissance suggests that habitat surrounding 
the Project corridor may be predominantly lentic with portions of sluggish flowing water (i.e., 
wetland slough). This habitat may be favorable for the russetfin topminnow; therefore, a fish 
survey will be conducted prior to construction activities if HDD is not proposed as the crossing 
method.  There is no record of any other state listed fish or crayfish species within immediate 
vicinity to this crossing and the Project corridor does not intersect Critical Habitat for fish or 
mussels.    

��������������ȋGADNR�������ǣ�͵ʹǤͲ͵ͳ,�-84.70163) 
The GADNR Natural Heritage Program has record of the state listed broadstripe shiner 
(Pteronotropis euryzonus) within two miles of this proposed crossing.  Aerial reconnaissance 
suggests that habitat may be favorable for this species; therefore, a fish survey will be conducted 
prior to construction activities if HDD is not proposed as the crossing method.  There is no 
record of any other state listed fish or crayfish species within immediate vicinity to this crossing 
and the Project corridor does not intersect Critical Habitat for fish or mussels.    

�������������������ȋGADNR�������ǣ��͵ͳǤͻͻʹ͵,�-84.65546) 
The GADNR Natural Heritage Program has record of the state listed broadstripe shiner 
(Pteronotropis euryzonus) within three miles of this proposed crossing within Lime Spring 
Branch.  Despite this proximity, the Project corridor does not propose to cross this system; 
therefore, a fish survey will not be necessary.  There is no record of any other state listed fish or 
crayfish species within immediate vicinity to this crossing and the Project corridor does not 
intersect Critical Habitat for fish or mussels.    

�����������ȋGADNR�������ͳͳǣ��͵ͳǤͺͺʹ,�-84.44107) 
The GADNR Natural Heritage Program has record of the state listed Apalachicola redhorse 
(Moxostoma sp.) and the sculptured pigtoe mussel (Quadrula infucata) within Bear Creek two 
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and one-half miles from the proposed crossing.  Despite this proximity, the Project corridor does 
not propose to cross this system; therefore, a fish survey will not be necessary.  There is no 
record of any other state listed fish or crayfish species within immediate vicinity to this crossing 
and the Project corridor does not intersect Critical Habitat for fish or mussels.    

�����������������������ȋGADNR�������ͳͶǣ�͵ͳǤ͵ͶͳͶ,�-84.33530) 
The GADNR Natural Heritage Program has record of the state listed delicate spike mussel 
(Elliptio arctata) approximately three miles SW of the corridor in Chickasawhatchee Creek.  
Despite this proximity, the Project corridor does not propose to cross this system; therefore, a 
mussel survey will not be necessary.  There is no record of any other state listed fish or crayfish 
species within immediate vicinity to this crossing and the Project corridor does not intersect 
Critical Habitat for fish or mussels.    

�������������ȋGADNR�������ͳǣ�͵ͳǤʹͻͺ,�-84.30927) 
The GADNR Natural Heritage Program has record of the federally endangered shinyrayed 
pocketbook (Hamiota subangulata), Gulf moccasinshell (Medionidus penicilatus), and the state 
listed delicate spike (Elliptio arctata) occurring within one and one-half miles of the Project 
corridor in upper Kiokee Creek.  However, the exact corridor crossing is currently planned for a 
swampy headwater portion of this system that would not be expected to support any of the 
above-mentioned species; therefore, no survey efforts are being proposed for this crossing.   

������������������ȋGADNR�������ͳǣ�͵ͳǤͷͻ,�-84.30429) 
The GADNR Natural Heritage Program has record of the state listed downy rainbow mussel 
(Villosa villosa) approximately two and one-half miles NE of the Project corridor in 
Cooleewahee Creek.  Aerial reconnaissance indicates that the corridor crosses this creek within a 
ditched portion that is freely accessed by cattle.  Habitat degradation from both the hydrologic 
modification and cattle access make this habitat unsuitable for the downy rainbow mussel; 
therefore, a mussel survey is not being proposed for this crossing.   
 
GADNR also provided record of the state listed Dougherty Burrowing Crayfish (Cambarus 
doughertyensis) and Gulf Coast Pygmy Sunfish (Elassoma gilbert) approximately two and one-
half miles W of the Project corridor within Kiokee Creek.  However, despite this proximity the 
corridor does not intersect this system; therefore, a survey for these animals is not proposed.  
There is no record of any other state listed fish or crayfish species within immediate vicinity to 
this crossing and the Project corridor does not intersect Critical Habitat for fish or mussels.    

������	�����������ȋGADNR�������ʹͲǣ�͵ͳǤͶͻͺͶ,�-84.12088) 
The GADNR Natural Heritage Program has record of:  the federally endangered fat threeridge 
(Amblema neislerii), purple bankclimber (Elliptoideus sloatianus), Gulf moccasinshell 
(Medionidus penicillatus); federally threatened oval pigtoe (Pleurobema pyriforme); and state 
listed delicate spike (Elliptio arctata), brother spike (Elliptio fraterna), winged spike (Elliptio 
nigella), and sculptured pigtoe (Quadrula infucata).  Additionally, GADNR provided record of 
the state listed Doughtery Plain cave crayfish (Cambarus cryptodytes).  There is no record of 
state listed fish species within vicinity to this crossing and the Project corridor does not intersect 
Critical Habitat for any of these species.   
 
A qualitative mussel survey will be conducted for this crossing if HDD is not proposed as the 
crossing method.  The river is non-wadeable and coordination with USFWS will be required to 
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determine the exact limits of the PSA.  Boat access will be necessary to ferry personnel and dive 
gear.  This may be problematic due to the paucity of boat launches along this portion of river.   

������������������������ȋGADNR�������ʹͺǣ��͵ͳǤͳʹͳͻ,�-83.79787) 
The GADNR Natural Heritage Program has record of the state listed metallic shiner 
(Pteronotropis metallicus) approximately two and one-half miles SW of the crossing within the 
upper Ocklockonee River.  Survey for this species may not be feasible due to the size of the 
nonwadeable waterbody; therefore, no survey efforts are being proposed for this crossing.  The 
metallic shiner most likely spawns during mid-summer.  There is no record of any other state 
listed fish species within the vicinity of this crossing and the Project corridor does not intersect 
Critical Habitat for fish or mussels.   

�������������������-��ȋGADNR�������͵ǣ�͵ͲǤͺͻͺ,�-83.46757) 
The GADNR Natural Heritage Program has record of the state listed spotted bullhead (Ameiurus 
serracanthus) and Suwannee bass (Micropterus notius) approx. one mile E of this crossing 
within the Withlacoochee River.  Survey for these species is not feasible due to the size of the 
nonwadeable waterbody; therefore, no survey efforts are being proposed for this crossing.  
Spotted bullhead spawn during the spring.  The Suwannee bass most likely spawns during mid-
summer.  Although considered “Rare” by GADNR, the Suwannee bass is a recreational species 
in Florida waters.  There is no record of any other state listed fish species within vicinity to this 
crossing and the Project corridor does not intersect Critical Habitat for fish or mussels.    

��������������������ȋGADNR�������͵ͻǣ��͵ͲǤͳ͵,�-83.31809)�
��������������������ȋGADNR�������ͶͲǣ��͵ͲǤ64287,�-83.28442) 
The GADNR Natural Heritage Program has record of the state listed Alabama shad (Alosa 
alabamae), Suwannee bass (Micropterus notius), and metallic shiner (Pteronotropis metallicus) 
approximately two miles SW of the crossing within the Withlacoochee River.  Survey for fish 
species is not feasible due to the size of the nonwadeable waterbody; therefore, a fish survey is 
not proposed for this crossing.  Spotted bullhead and Alabama shad spawn during the spring.    
Although considered “Rare” by GADNR, the Suwannee bass is a recreational species in Florida 
waters.   
 
The GADNR Natural Heritage Program also has recorded location of the state listed delicate 
spike (Elliptio arctata) and downy rainbow mussel (Villosa villosa) approximately one and one-
half miles W of the Project corridor within the Withlacoochee River.  The corridor does not 
intersect the Withlacoochee River near this recorded location; however, the river is intersected 
approximately 25 river miles upstream and approximately 30 river miles downstream.  Flow and 
habitat conditions are similar for the proposed crossings and the GADNR occurrence records; 
therefore, qualitative mussel surveys will occur at both crossings.   There is no record of any 
other state listed fish or crayfish species within immediate vicinity to this crossing and the 
Project corridor does not intersect Critical Habitat for fish or mussels.    
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Alabama�-��������������������rossings 

�
���������������������ʹʹ�ȋ͵ʹǤͻͺͶ͵,�-85.86096) 
Records indicate the possible presence of the state listed lipstick darter (Etheostoma 
chuckwachatee) within this section of the Tallapoosa River.  Aerial reconnaissance suggests that 
habitat (shoals) may be favorable for this species; therefore, a fish survey will be conducted prior 
to construction activities if HDD is not proposed as the crossing method.  There is no record of 
any other state listed fish, mussel, or crayfish species within immediate vicinity to this crossing 
and the Project corridor does not intersect Critical Habitat for fish or mussels.    

���������������ͻ�������������������������ȋ͵ʹ.96685,�-85.74300) 
Records indicate the possible presence of the state listed lipstick darter (Etheostoma 
chuckwachatee) within this section of the Tallapoosa River.  Aerial reconnaissance suggests that 
habitat (shoals) may be favorable for this species; therefore, a fish survey will be conducted prior 
to construction activities if HDD is not proposed as the crossing method.  There is no record of 
any other state listed fish, mussel, or crayfish species within immediate vicinity to this crossing 
and the Project corridor does not intersect Critical Habitat for fish or mussels.    

���������������������������ͳͻ�ȋ͵ʹǤ52838,�-85.25400) 
Records indicate the possible presence of the federally endangered shinyrayed pocketbook 
(Hamiota subangulata) and Gulf moccasinshell (Medionidus penicillatus), and the federally 
threatened oval pigtoe (Pleurobema pyriforme) mussels at this crossing.  A qualitative mussel 
survey will be conducted prior to construction if HDD is not proposed as the crossing method.  
The river is non-wadeable and coordination with USFWS will be required to determine the exact 
limits of the PSA.  There is no record of any other state listed fish, mussel, or crayfish species 
within immediate vicinity to this crossing and the Project corridor does not intersect Critical 
Habitat for fish or mussels.    

��������������������ͳ�ȋ͵ʹǤ͵͵Ͷͷ,�-85.13521) 
Records indicate the possible presence of the federally endangered shinyrayed pocketbook 
(Hamiota subangulata) and Gulf moccasinshell (Medionidus penicillatus), and the federally 
threatened oval pigtoe (Pleurobema pyriforme) mussels at this crossing.  A qualitative mussel 
survey will be conducted if HDD is not proposed as the crossing method.  The river is non-
wadeable and coordination with USFWS will be required to determine the exact limits of the 
PSA.  There is no record of any other state listed fish, mussel, or crayfish species within 
immediate vicinity to this crossing and the Project corridor does not intersect Critical Habitat for 
fish or mussels.  
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Common�Name Scientific�Name
Federal�
USFWS

State�AL� State�GA State�FLϺ Alabama�Counties Georgia�Counties Florida�Counties

Rafinesque's�BigͲeared�Bat Corynorhinus�rafinesquii N SP R N Dougherty
Swamps�of�south�Georgia;�roosts�in�building,�old�mine�shafts,�wells,�caves,�hollow�trees,�areas�

behind�loose�bark,�and�crevices�in�rock�ledges
Unlikely;�considered�Rare�in�the�state�of�

Georgia

Hibernates�in�winter�months�
and�active�only�in�darkness;�
breeding�occurs�in�the�fall�
months�with�offspring�born�

MayͲJune

GDNR

Florida�Bonneted�Bat Eumops�floridanus C N N T Osceola,�Polk
Roosts�in�palms�and�hollow�trees�and�in�buildings;�forages�high

in�air�over�natural�as�well�as�humanͲaltered�landscapes Unlikely
MidͲAprilͲ�MidͲAugust�

(nocturnal)
South�Florida�ESFO USFWS

Southeastern�Pocket�Gopher Geomys�pinetis N SP T N Russell Brooks,�Dougherty

Loose,�sandy,�wellͲdrained�soil�for�burrow�construction�with�an�abundant�supply�of�grasses�and�
forbs�for�food;�native�to�areas�of�upland�coastal�plain�longleaf�pine�forest,�including�rolling�hills�
and�sandhills,�particularly�where�frequent�fires�maintain�conditions�that�favor�the�growth�of�
groundcover�plants;�most�of�the�known�remaining�populations�in�Georgia�are�found�in�areas�

where�natural�longleaf�forest�and�associated�groundcover�remains

Possible
Year�Round�

(breeding�JuneͲAugust)
ANHP,�220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92,�

GDNR

Florida�Mouse Podomys�floridanus N N N SSC
Alachua,�Citrus,��Gilchrist,�Hamilton,�Lake,�

Levy,�Madison,�Marion,�Osceola,��Polk,�Sumter,�
Suwannee

Xeric�upland�communities�with�sandy�soils,�including�scrub,�sandhill,�and�rural�sites�where�they�
inhabit�gopher�tortoise�burrows;�in�the�absence�of�gopher�tortoises,�Florida�mice�will�dig�their�

own�burrows�or�use�those�of�oldfield�mice

Possible;�peripheral�peninsular�counties�
include�Alachua�and�Suwannee,�south�to�

Sarasota�County�on�the�west�coast�(although�
not�documented�in�Sarasota�County�in�

recent�years),�south�to�Highlands�County�in�
central�Florida

Year�Round FNAI,�FWC

Florida�Panther Puma�concolor�coryi E N E FE Citrus,�Marion,�Osceola,�Polk
Requires�extensive�blocks�of�forested�communities;�large�wetlands�that�are�generally�

inaccessible�to�humans�are�important�for�diurnal�refuge;�will�tolerate�improved�areas�in�a�
mosaic�of�natural�communities

Possible�but�Unlikely;�species�will�utilize�a�
variety�of�habitats�while�ranging�and�

traversing�the�land
Year�Round South�Florida�ESFO

Consultation�Area�for�this�species�begins�
approximately�55�miles�south�of�ROW;�
locations�have�been�recorded�outside�of�
this�area�including�Osceola�and�Polk�

counties,�primarily�south�of�Interstate�4

USFWS,�FWC,�FNAI

Homosassa�Shrew Sorex�longirostris�eionis N N N SSC Citrus
Reported�to�occur�in�a�wide�variety�of�habitats�including�hardwood�swamp/mixed�wetland�

forest,�hydric�and�xeric�hammocks,�industrial�and�commercial�pineland,�mixed�hardwood�pine�
forest,�natural�pineland,�and�disturbed�land

Possible;�found�from�north�central�to�south�
central�Florida

Data�available�indicates�Year�
Round

FNAI

Sherman's�Fox�Squirrel Sciurus�niger�shermani N N N SSC
Alachua,�Citrus,�Gilchrist,�Hamilton,�Lake,�Levy,�

Madison,�Marion,��Osceola,�Polk,�Sumter,�
Suwannee

Sandhills,�pine�flatwoods,��pastures�and�other�open,�rural�habitats�with�scattered�pines�and�
oaks;�depends�on�a�variety�of�oak�trees�for�seasonal�food�and�nest�material;�longleaf�pine�cones�

and�seeds�are�important�food�sources

Likely;�found�throughout�Penninsular�
Florida,�often�observed�in�pasture�areas�with�

scattered�oaks

Year�Round�
(breeding�MayͲJuly�and�DecͲ

Jan)
FNAI

Meadow�Jumping�Mouse Zapus�hudsonius N SP N N Chambers,�Lee
Wet�meadows,�marshes,�open�fields,�grassy�seeps�and�bogs,�and�woodland�glades;�often�in�

proximity�to�swamps,�streams,�and�ponds
Unlikely;�little�known�in�Alabama�and�no�

reported�collections�from�the�state
Strongly�nocturnal�and�rarely�

encountered
ANHP,�220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92

Bachman's�Sparrow Aimophila�aestivalis N SP² R N Brooks,�Colquitt,�Lowndes,�Stewart
Occupies�open�pine�woods�with�a�grassy�understory;�will�utilize�oakͲpalmetto�scrub�and�open�

spaces�in�transition�to�forest
Likely;�fairly�widespread

Occurs�year�round,�Breeding�
seasonͲlate�AprilͲmid�July

GDNR

Scott's�Seaside�Sparrow Ammodramus�maritimus�peninsulae N SP² N SSC Citrus,�Levy
Gulf�coast�habitat�dominated�by�extensive�stands�of�black�needlerush,�with�smooth�cordgrass�

and�scattered�areas�of�saltgrass
Unlikely;�primarily�inhabits�tidal�marshes�in�

Florida
last�week�of�MayͲfirst�

two/three�weeks�in�June
FNAI,�FWC

Florida�Grasshopper�Sparrow
Ammodramus�savannarum�

floridanus
E N N FE Osceola,�Polk

Requires�large�areas�of�frequently�burned�dry�prairie�habitat�with�patchy�open�areas�sufficient�
for�foraging;�may�persist�in�pasture�lands�that�have�not�been�intensively�managed�so�as�to�

remove�all�vegetation�clumps

Possible�but�Unlikely;�found�in�southͲcentral�
Florida�in�the�counties�of�Polk,�Osceola,�
Highlands,�and�Okeechobee;�some�

populations�are�known�to�be�on�large�
privately�owned�cattle�ranches

AprilͲJune�15 South�Florida�ESFO
ROW�intersects�Consultation�Area�for�this�
species�in�both�Osceola�and�Polk�counties

USFWS,�FNAI

Florida�ScrubͲJay Aphelocoma�coerulescens T N N FT
Alachua,�Citrus,�Lake,�Levy,�Marion,�Osceola,�

Polk,�Sumter

Inhabits�fire�dominated,�lowͲgrowing,�oak�scrub�habitat�found�on�wellͲdrained�sandy�soils;�may�
persist�in�areas�with�sparser�oaks�or�scrub�areas�that�are�overgrown�but�at�much�lower�

densities�and�with�reduced�survivorship

Possible;�occurs�in�some�of�the�highest�and�
driest�areas�of�Florida�–��Lake�Wales�Ridge,�
old�sand�dunes�along�the�coasts,�and�sandy�
deposits�along�rivers�in�the�interior�of�the�

state

March�1ͲOctober�31 North�Florida�ESFO
ROW�intersects�Consultation�Area�for�this�

species�in�Florida
USFWS,�FNAI

Limpkin Aramus�guarauna N N N SSC
Alachua,�Citrus,�Gilchrist,�Hamilton,�Lake,�Levy,�

Madison,�Marion,��Osceola,�Polk,�Sumter,�
Suwannee

Inhabits�mangroves,�freshwater�marshes,�swamps,�springs�and�spring�runs,�and�pond�and�river�
margins�in�addition�to�lake�margins�in�peninsular�Florida�and�swales,�strand�swamps,�sloughs,�
and�impoundments�in�south�Florida;�may�forage�in�rural�areas�such�as�sugarcane�fields�and�

banks�of�irrigation�canals;�wide�range�of�nesting�sites,�including�mounds�of�aquatic�vegetation�
and�marsh�grasses,�among�cypress�knees�and�high�in�trees

Likely;�fairly�widespread�in�peninsular�
Florida,�rarer�in�the�Panhandle

Nesting�FebruaryͲJuly FNAI,�FWC

Florida�Burrowing�Owl Athene�cunicularia�floridana N N N SSC
Alachua,�Citrus,�Gilchrist,�Lake,�Levy,�Marion,�

Osceola,�Polk,�Sumter,�Suwannee

High,�sparsely�vegetated,�sandy�ground;�natural�habitats�include�dry�prairie�and�sand�hill;�
extensive�use�of�rural�areas�such�as�pastures,�airports,�ball�fields,�parks,�school�grounds,�

university�campuses,�road�rightͲofͲways,�and�vacant�spaces�in�residential�areas

Likely�within�range;�found�throughout��
peninsular�Florida�in�patches�and�localized�

areas

Year�Round
�(breeding�February�15ͲJuly�10)

FNAI,�FWC

Crested�Caracara Caracara�cheriway T N N FT Lake,�Osceola,�Polk
Open�country,�including�wet�prairie�and�pasture�lands�with�cabbage�palm,�cabbage�palm/live�

oak�hammocks,�and�shallow�ponds�and�sloughs;�preferred�nest�trees�are�cabbage�palms�
followed�by�live�oaks,�but�species�has�been�documented�to�nest�in�pines�as�well

Possible;�species�is�found�throughout�south�
central�Florida�in�open�pastures�and�wet�

prairies�usually�concurrent�with�agricultural��
operations;�nests�can�be�found�along�

roadways

JanuaryͲApril South�Florida�ESFO
ROW�intersects�Consultation�Area�for�this�

species�in�Lake,�Osceola,�and�Polk�
counties

USFWS,�FNAI

Piping�Plover Charadrius�melodus T SP² T FT Citrus,�Levy Found�on�open,�sandy�beaches�and�on�tidal�mudflats�and�sandflats�along�coasts Unlikely;�primarily�inhabits�coastal�areas� December�Ͳ�February USFWS,�FNAI

Marian's�Marsh�Wren Cistothorus�palustris�marianae N SP² N SSC Citrus,�Levy
Inhabits�tidal�marshes�dominated�by�black�needlerush�(on�the�FL�Gulf�coast);�prefers�taller�

vegetation�found�along�tidal�creeks
Unlikely;�primarily�inhabits�tidal�areas AprilͲAugust FNAI,�FWC

Little�Blue�Heron Egretta�caerulea N SP² N SSC
Alachua,�Citrus,�Gilchrist,�Hamilton,�Lake,�Levy,�

Madison,�Marion,��Osceola,�Polk,�Sumter,�
Suwannee

Feeds�in�shallow�freshwater,�brackish,�and�saltwater�habitats;�largest�nesting�colonies�occur�in�
coastal�areas,�but�species�prefers�foraging�in�freshwater�lakes,�marshes,�swamps,�and�streams;�
nests�in�a�variety�of�woody�vegetation,�including�cypress,�willow,�maple,�black�mangrove,�and�
cabbage�palm;�usually�breeds�in�mixedͲspecies�colonies�in�flooded�vegetation�or�on�islands

Likely;�fairly�widespread�and�common�in�
peninsular�Florida,�rarer�in�the�Panhandle

�MarchͲJuly�(breeding) FNAI,�FWC

Notes Source
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Snowy�Egret Egretta�thula N N N SSC
Alachua,�Citrus,�Gilchrist,�Hamilton,�Lake,�Levy,�

Madison,�Marion,��Osceola,�Polk,�Sumter,�
Suwannee

Nests�both�inland�and�in�coastal�wetlands�with�nests�placed�in�many�types�of�woody�shrubs,�
especially�mangroves�and�willows;�almost�all�nesting�is�over�shallow�waters�or�on�islands�that�

are�separated�from�shoreline�by�extensive�open�water;�feeds�in�many�types�of�permanently�and�
seasonally�flooded�wetlands,�streams,�lakes,�and�swamps,�and�in�manmade�impoundments�and�

ditches;�usually�prefers�calm�waters;�a�wide�variety�of�wetland�types�must�be�available�to�
support�breeding�colonies

Likely;�south�to�Florida�where�they�are�
widespread�yearͲround�residents

MarchͲJuly�(breeding) FNAI,�FWC

Tricolored�Heron Egretta�tricolor N N N SSC
Alachua,�Citrus,�Gilchrist,�Hamilton,�Lake,�Levy,�

Madison,�Marion,��Osceola,�Polk,�Sumter,�
Suwannee

Most�nesting�colonies�occur�on�mangrove�islands�or�in�willow�thickets�in�fresh�water;�prefers�
coastal�environments;�feeds�in�a�variety�of�permanently�and�seasonally�flooded�wetlands,�
mangrove�swamps,�tidal�creeks,�ditches,�and�edges�of�ponds�and�lakes;�seasonal�variation�in�
water�levels�are�particularly�critical�to�nesting�success;�alteration�of�wetlands�used�during�

breeding�season�can�have�negative�consequences

Likely;�widespread,�permanent�residents�in�
Florida;�less�common�in�some�parts�of�the�

Panhandle
MarchͲJuly�(breeding) FNAI,�FWC

SwallowͲtailed�Kite Elanoides�forficatus N SP² R N Brooks,�Lowndes

Nesting�and�foraging�habitats�include�pine�forests�and�savannas,�cypress,�and�cypressͲ
hardwood�swamps,�hardwood�hammocks,�mangrove�swamps,�narrow�riparian�forests,�prairies,�
and�freshwater�and�brackish�marshes;�requires�a�mosaic�of�communities�with�tall�accessible�

trees�for�nesting�and�open�areas�for�foraging

Possible;�the�majority�of�breeding�occurs�in�
Florida,�but�breeding�individuals�can�be�

found�in�Georgia�and�Alabama
MarchͲMay GDNR

White�Ibis Eudocimus�albus N SP² N SSC Russell�
Alachua,�Citrus,�Gilchrist,�Hamilton,�Lake,�Levy,�

Madison,�Marion,��Osceola,�Polk,�Sumter,�
Suwannee

Found�in�a�wide�variety�of�habitats,�including�freshwater�and�brackish�marshes,�salt�flats�and�
salt�marsh�meadows,�many�types�of�forested�wetlands,�wet�prairies,�swales,�seasonally�

inundated�fields,�and�manͲmade�ditches;�adults�prefer�foraging�in�freshwater�areas�when�
feeding�young;�may�forage�effectively�in�turbid�waters;�nests�are�placed�on�a�variety�trees,�
shrubs,�and�vines,�and�tend�to�be�closer�to�ground�than�other�colonially�nesting�wading�birds

Likely;�common�and�found�throughout�most�
of�Florida

MarchͲJuly�(breeding)
Foraging/transient�in�Russell�County,�

Alabama
ANHP,�FWC,�FNAI

Southeastern�American�
Kestrel

Falco�sparverius�paulus N SP² R T
Alachua,�Citrus,�Gilchrist,�Hamilton,�Lake,�Levy,�

Madison,�Marion,��Osceola,�Polk,�Sumter,�
Suwannee

Found�in�open�pine�habitats,�woodland�edges,�prairies,�and�pastures�throughout�much�of�
Florida;�nest�sites�are�tall�dead�trees�or�utility�poles�generally�with�an�unobstructed�view�of�

surroundings;�sandhill�habitats�seem�to�be�preferred,�but�may�also�occur�in�flatwoods�settings;�
open�patches�of�grass�or�bare�ground�are�needed�in�flatwoods�settings�for�foraging

Likely;�habitat�in�Florida�includes�open�
woodlands,�sandhill,�and�fire�maintained�
savannah�pine�habitats;�species�will�also�
utilize�alternative�habitats�which�include�

pastures�and�open�fields�located�in�
residential�areas

AprilͲAugust FNAI

Whooping�Crane Grus�americana E,�XN N N FXN Osceola,�Polk Shallow�marshes�and�adjacent�open�grasslands

Possible�but�Unlikely;�nonͲmigratory�
population�in�Central�Florida�introduced�by�
FWC�in�1993�near�Three�Lakes�Wildlife�
Management�Area�in�Osceola�County

late�April�egg�laying
Office�of�the�Regional�

Director
USFWS,�FNAI,�FWC

Florida�Sandhill�Crane Grus�canadensis�pratensis N N N T
Alachua,�Citrus,�Gilchrist,�Lake,�Levy,�Madison,�

Marion,�Osceola,��Polk,�Sumter

Prairies,�freshwater�marshes,�and�pasture�lands;�avoids�forests�and�deep�marshes�but�uses�
transition�zones�and�edges�between�these�and�prairies�or�pasture�lands;�frequents�agricultural�
areas�such�as�feed�lots�and�crop�fields,��golf�courses,�and�other�open�lawns,�especially�in�winter�

and�early�spring;�nest�is�a�mound�of�herbaceous�plant�material�in�shallow�water�or�on�the�
ground�in�marshy�areas;�known�to�favor�wetlands�dominated�by�pickerelweed�and�maidencane

Likely;�found�throughout�peninsular�Florida�
north�to�the�Okefenokee�Swamp�in�southern�
Georgia;�however,�they�are�less�common�at�

the�northernmost�and�southernmost�
portions�of�this�range.��Florida’s�Kissimmee�
and�Desoto�prairie�regions�are�home�to�the�

state’s�most�abundant�populations�

JanuaryͲJune FNAI,�FWC

American�Oystercatcher Haematopus�palliatus N SP² R SSC Citrus,�Levy
Requires�large�areas�of�beach,�sandbar,�mud�flat,�and�shellfish�beds�for�foraging;�utilizes�

sparsely�vegetated,�sandy�areas�for�nesting,�but�will�also�use�beach�wrack�and�marsh�grass;�
large�expanses�of�suitable�nesting�areas�generally�are�needed

Unlikely;�species�primarily�inhabits�coastal�
areas

FebruaryͲOctober FNAI

Bald�Eagle Haliaeetus�leucocephalus �N¹ SP² T N Chambers,�Lee,�Russell,�Tallapoosa
Brooks,�Colquitt,�Dougherty,�Lee,�Lowndes,�

Mitchell
Alachua,�Citrus,�Gilchrist,�Hamilton,�Lake,�Levy,�

Marion,�Osceola,�Polk,�Sumter,�Suwannee

Areas�close�to�the�coast,�bays,�rivers,�lakes,�or�other�bodies�of�water�that�provide�
concentrations�of�food�sources,�including�fish,�waterfowl,�and�wading�birds;�nests�in�tall�trees�
(mostly�live�pines)�that�provide�clear�views�of�surrounding�area;�in�Florida�Bay,�where�there�are�

few�predators�and�few�tall�emergent�trees,�eagles�have�been�known�to�nest�in�crowns�of�
mangroves�and�even�on�the�ground

Likely;�in�close�proximity�to�bodies�of�water�
along�the�corridor

October�1ͲMay�15�
(nesting�season)

USFWS,�220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92,�
GDNR

Wood�Stork Mycteria�americana E SP² E FE Lee,�Russell,�Tallapoosa
Brooks,�Colquitt,�Dougherty,�Lee,�Lowndes,�

Mitchell,�Terrell

Alachua,�Citrus,�Gilchrist,�Hamilton,�Lake,�Levy,�
Madison,�Marion,�Osceola,�Polk,�Sumter,�

Suwannee

Nests�colonially�in�a�variety�of�inundated�forested�wetlands,
including�cypress�strands�and�domes,�mixed�hardwood�swamps,�sloughs,�and�mangroves;�

increasingly�nesting�in�artificial�habitats�(e.g.,�impoundments�and�dredged�areas�with�native�or�
exotic�vegetation)�in�north�and�central�Florida;�forages�mainly�in�shallow�water�in�freshwater�
marshes,�swamps,�lagoons,�ponds,�tidal�creeks,�flooded�pastures�and�ditches,�where�they�are�

attracted�to�falling�water�levels�that�concentrate�food�sources�(mainly�fish)

Likely;�fairly�widespread�along�route�and�can�
be�found�foraging�in�agricultural�areas�and�

roadside�ditches
MarchͲJuly North�Florida�ESFO

ROW�intersects�CFA�for�this�species�in�all�
counties�along�the�ROW�in�Florida

USFWS,�ANHP,�220.Ͳ
2Ͳ.92,�GDNR

Brown�Pelican Pelecanus�occidentalis N SP² N SSC Alachua,�Citrus,�Levy

Primarily�coastal,�feeding�in�shallow�estuarine�waters,�and�(less�often)�far�offshore;�makes�
extensive�use�of�sand�spits,�sand�bars,�and�islets�for�nocturnal�roosting�and�daily�loafing;�nests�
on�small�islands�in�bays�and�estuaries,�in�small�bushes�or�trees,�or�on�ground;�mangrove�islands�

are�used�frequently�for�roosting�and�nesting�in�central�and�southern�Florida

Possible�but�Unlikely;�species�primarily�
inhabits�coastal�areas�but�can�be�seen�inland�

during�the�nonͲbreeding�season
FallͲWinter FNAI

RedͲCockaded�Woodpecker Picoides�borealis E SP² E FE Tallapoosa Brooks,�Stewart
Alachua,�Citrus�(FNAI),�Lake�(FNAI),�Levy�
(FNAI),�Madison�(FNAI),�Marion�(FNAI),��

Osceola,�Polk

Inhabits�open,�mature�pine�woodlands�that�have�a�diversity�of�grass,�forb,�and�shrub�species;�
generally�occupies�longleaf�pine�flatwoods�in�north�and�central�Florida,�mixed�longleaf�pine�and�
slash�pine�in�southͲcentral�Florida,�and�slash�pine�in�south�Florida�outside�the�range�of�longleaf�
pine;�forages�in�several�forested�habitat�types�that�include�pines�of�various�ages,�but�prefer�

more�mature�pines;�most�colonies�are�known/documented

Possible�within�range;�inhabits�mature�pines Year�Round Mississippi�ESFO
Occurrence�Area�in�Polk�and�Osceola�

counties
USFWS,�ANHP,�220.Ͳ

2Ͳ.92,�GDNR

Roseate�Spoonbill Platalea�ajaja N N N SSC Citrus,�Levy,�Polk

Primarily�nests�in�mixedͲspecies�colonies�on�coastal�mangrove�islands�or�in�Brazilian�pepper�on�
manͲmade�dredge�spoil�islands�near�suitable�foraging�habitat;�occasionally�nests�in�willow�

heads�at�freshwater�sites;�forages�in�shallow�water�of�variable�salinity,�including�marine�tidal�
flats�and�ponds,�coastal�marshes,�mangrove�dominated�inlets�and�pools,�and�freshwater�sloughs�

and�marshes

Possible;�species�found�in�freshwater�sites
Nesting�NovemberͲMarch�in�
Florida�Bay�and�MarchͲJuly�in�

peninsular�Florida
FNAI

Everglades�Snail�Kite Rostrhamus�sociabilis�plumbeus E N N FE Marion�(FNAI),�Osceola,�Polk

Large�open�freshwater�marshes�and�lakes�with�shallow�water�and�a�low�density�of�emergent�
vegetation�are�preferred�foraging�habitat;�habitat�dependent�upon�apple�snails�to�be�caught�at�
water�surface;�nests�over�water�in�a�low�tree�or�shrub�(commonly�willow,�wax�myrtle,�pond�

apple,�or�buttonbush,�but�also�in�nonͲwoody�vegetation�like�cattail�or�sawgrass)

Possible�within�range JanuaryͲJuly South�Florida�ESFO
No�CH�intersections;�ROW�intersects�

Consultation�Area�for�this�species�in�Lake,�
Polk,�Osceola,�and�Sumter�counties

USFWS,�FNAI

Black�Skimmer Rynchops�niger N SP² R SSC Citrus,�Levy,�Polk

Coastal�waters�including�beaches,�bays,�estuaries,�sandbars,�tidal�creeks�(foraging);�inland�
waters�of�large�lakes,�phosphate�pits,�and�flooded�agricultural�fields;�nests�primarily�on�sandy�
beaches,�small�coastal�islands,�and�dredge�spoil�islands,�but�also�on�gravel�rooftops;�inland�

nesting�recorded�along�a�road�in�agricultural�areas

Unlikely;��primarily�inhabits�coastal�areas FebruaryͲOctober FNAI
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Least�Tern Sternula�antillarum N SP² R T Citrus,�Levy,�Polk

Coastal�areas�throughout�Florida,�including�beaches,�lagoons,
bays,�and�estuaries;�increasingly�use�artificial�nesting�sites,�including�gravel�rooftops,�dredge�
spoil�islands�or�other�dredged�material�deposits,�construction�sites,�causeways,�and�mining�
lands;�nesting�areas�have�a�substrate�of�wellͲdrained�sand�or�gravel�and�usually�have�little�

vegetation

Unlikely�but�Possible�;�found�throughout�
most�coastal�areas�but�can�be�observed�
utilizing�construction�sites�and�on�cleared�

land

AprilͲAugust FNAI

American�Alligator Alligator�mississippiensis SAT N N FT�(S/A)
Alachua,�Citrus,�Gilchrist,�Hamilton,�Lake,�Levy,�

Madison,�Marion,��Osceola,�Polk,�Sumter,�
Suwannee

Favors�freshwater�wetland�habitats�including�marshes,�swamps,�rivers,�and�lakes Likely Year�Round
Office�of�the�Regional�

Director
FNAI

Eastern�Indigo�Snake� Drymarchon�couperi T SP T FT Brooks�(historic),�Colquitt�(historic),�Lowndes
Alachua,�Citrus,�Gilchrist,�Hamilton,�Lake,�Levy,�

Madison,�Marion,��Osceola,�Polk,�Sumter,�
Suwannee

Broad�range�of�habitats,�from�scrub�and�sandhill�to�wet�prairies�and�mangrove�swamps;�in�
northern�part�of�range,�often�winters�in�gopher�tortoise�burrows�in�sandy�uplands�but�forages�

in�more�hydric�habitats;�requires�very�large�tracts�to�survive

Possible�within�range;�found�in�Peninsular�
Florida�and�southeastern�Georgia�

Year�Round�
(October�1ͲApril�30�near�sites�

of�winter�refuge)
Mississippi�ESFO

220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92,�USFWS,�
Enge�et�al.�2013

Gopher�Tortoise Gopherus�polyphemus C SP³ T T Russell
Brooks,�Colquitt,�Dougherty,�Lee,�Lowndes,�

Mitchell,�Stewart,�Terrell,�Webster

Alachua,�Citrus,�Gilchrist,�Hamilton,�Lake,�Levy,�
Madison,�Marion,��Osceola,�Polk,�Sumter,�

Suwannee

Typically�found�in�dry�upland�habitats,�including�sandhills,�scrub,�xeric�oak�hammock,�and�dry�
pine�flatwoods;�commonly�utilizes�disturbed�habitats�such�as�pastures,�oldfields,�and�road�

shoulders;�tortoises�excavate�deep�burrows�for�refuge�from�predators,�weather,�and�fire;�more�
than�300�other�species�of�animals�have�been�recorded�sharing�these�burrows

Likely
Year�Round

�(with�weather�restriction�on�
relocation)

West�of�the�Mobile�and�Tombigbee�
Rivers�in�AL

USFWS,��ANHP,�220.Ͳ
2Ͳ.92,�GDNR

Barbour's�Map�turtle Graptemys�barbouri N SP T SSC Russell Dougherty,�Lee,�Mitchell,�Stewart
Rivers,�large�streams,�and�impoundments;�usually�favoring�areas�with�good�flow�and�avoiding�

backwaters;�nesting�occurs�along�sand�bars,�river�berms,�and�spoil�mounds

Unlikely;�occurs�in�Alabama�northward�to�
Russell�County�but�is�scare�throughout;�
occurs�in�Georgia�in�the�Flint�River�and�

Chattahoochee�River

Year�Round
ANHP,�220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92,�

GDNR

Southern�Hognose�Snake Heterodon�simus N SP T N Dougherty,�Lee,�Mitchell,�Stewart
Principally�xeric�sandy�uplands�including�sandhill,�scrub,�xeric�hammock,�and�derived�oldfields;�
rare�in�more�mesic�hammocks�and�dry�river�floodplains;�often�associated�with�ephemeral�
wetlands�that�may�serve�as�breeding�areas�for�the�toads�upon�which�this�snake�feeds

Possible Year�Round GDNR

Eastern�Coachwhip Masticophis�flagellum�flagellum N SP N N Chamber,�Lee,�Russell,�Tallapoosa
Often�found�in�dry,�relatively�open�areas;�in�AL�most�closely�associated�with�upland�habitats�
made�up�of�open�grassy�woodland�mixed�with�weedy�fields;�scrubby,�frequently�burned�pine�

habitats�support�a�high�number;�frequents�gopher�tortoise�burrows

Likely;�widely�distributed�across�the�
Southern�US

Year�Round ANHP,�220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92

ShortͲtailed�Snake Lampropeltis�extenuata N N N T
Alachua,�Citrus,�Gilchrist,�Lake,�Levy,�Marion,�

Polk,�Sumter,��Suwannee
Dry�upland�habitats,�principally�sandhill,�xeric�hammock,�and�sand�pine�scrub;�secretive�

burrower�only�rarely�seen�above�ground�or�under�cover�objects
Possible;�found�from�the�Suwannee�River�

south�to�Highlands�County�
Year�Round FNAI

Eastern�Kingsnake Lampropeltis��getula� N SP N N Chambers,�Lee,�Russell Diurnal,�conspicuous,�groundͲdwelling�species�found�in�most�habitat�types
Unlikely;�rare�to�uncommon,�found�in�south�
central�and�eastern�portion�of�Coastal�Plain�

and�adjacent�Piedmont
Year�Round ANHP,�220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92

Coal�Skink Plestiodon�anthracinus N SP N N Russell
Hilly�sites�with�mixed�pine�hardwood�forests;�typically�encountered�in�mesic�areas�in�rotting�

logs,�under�rocks,�or�in�leaf�litter�seldom�far�from�streams
Unlikely;�known�only�at�two�sites�in�Russell�

County

Mating�occurs�in�March�(AL);�
females�lay�in�late�June�and�
guard�the�nest�until��hatching

ANHP,�220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92

Alligator�Snapping�Turtle Macrochelys�temminckii C SP T SSC Lee,�Russell
Brooks,�Colquitt,�Lee,�Lowndes,�Mitchell,�

Stewart,�Terrell
Alachua,�Gilchrist,�Hamilton,�Levy,�Madison,�

Suwannee
Strictly�a�turtle�of�rivers,�but�will�utilize�backwater�swamps,�overflow�lakes,�and�impoundments�

as�well�as�main�channels
Likely Year�Round

USFWS,�ANHP,�
GDNR,�FNAI

Mimic�Glass�Lizard Ophisaurus�mimicus N SP R N Colquitt
Associated�with�endangered�longleaf�pineͲwiregrass�habitats,�including�pine�flatwoods,�

savannas,�and�hillside�seepage�bogs�with�a�grassy�groundcover

Unlikely;�little�known�throughout�
distribution,�especially�Alabama;�limited�

information�suggests�species�is�diurnal�and�
crepuscular�

More�than�60%�of�distribution�
wide�collections�were�made�

AprilͲJune
GDNR

Sand�Skink Plestiodon�reynoldsi T N N FT Lake,�Marion,�Osceola,�Polk,

Principally�rosemary�scrub,�but�also�in�sand�pine�and�oak�scrubs,�scrubby�flatwoods,�turkey�oak�
ridges�within�scrub,�and�along�edges�of�citrus�groves�occupying�former�scrub;�requires�loose�

sand�for�burrowing�with�large�patches�of�sparse�to�no�groundcover�or�canopy;�scattered�shrubs�
and�lichens�often�present

Likely;�found�only�in�seven�central�Florida�
counties,�four�of�which�are�along�route;�
ROW�intersects�Consultation�Area�in�Lake,�

Osceola,�and�Polk�Counties

MarchͲMay�15 South�Florida�ESFO USFWS,�FNAI

BlackͲknobbed�Sawback Graptemys�nigrinoda N SP N N Tallapoosa
Associated�with�sand�and�clay�bottom�streams�with�moderate�currents�and�abundant�basking�

sites

Possible;�Tallapoosa�River;�found�primarily�in�
rivers,�lakes,�and�streams�located�in�the�

MobileͲTensaw�Delta

Year�Round;�Nesting�MayͲ
August

ANHP,�220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92

Alabama�Map�Turtle Graptemys�pulchra N SP R N Tallapoosa
Rivers�or�streams�with�sandy�or�muddy�bottom;�also�be�found�in�creeks�with�rocky�bottom;�

basks�on�larger�tree�trunks�or�brush�piles
Possible;�found�in�Tallapoosa�River�and�its�

tributaries
Year�Round ANHP,�220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92

Southeastern�FiveͲlined�
Skink

Eumeces�inexpectatus N SP N N Chambers,�Lee,�Russell,�Tallapoosa

Frequents�xeric�ridge�tops�and�places�with�wellͲdrained�sandy�soils�(AL);�found�in�dry,�open�
woodlands�and�pine�flatwoods,�and�open�areas�especially�along�the�edge�between�forests�and�
openings;�seeks�refuge�under�logs,�boards,�and�stones�and�within�sawdust�piles,�rotting�logs,�

rock�piles�and�brush�piles

Possible;�found�throughout�Alabama�with�
fewer�occurrences�from�mesic�areas�in�the�

southeastern�part�of�the�state

Year�Round;�most�active�in�
spring�and�most�active�by�day.�
Females�lay�eggs�AprilͲJuly,�
hatching�occurs�JulyͲAugust.�

ANHP,�220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92

Eastern�Diamondback�
Rattlesnake

Crotalus�adamanteus Nϻ N N N Colquitt,�Lowndes,�Mitchell
Alachua,�Gilchrist,�Hamilton,�Lake,�Levy,�
Madison,�Marion,��Osceola,�Polk,�Sumter,�

Suwannee

Broad�range�of�habitats,�commonly�associated�with�pines,�in�sandhills,�flatwoods,�upland�
forests,�and�scrub;�commonly�utilizes�gopher�tortoise�burrows�and�root�holes�for�refuge

Likely
Year�Round;�likely�utilizes�
refugia��in��winter�months

GDNR,�FNAI

Spotted�Turtle Clemmys�guttata N N U N Colquitt,�Lee,�Lowndes
Bogs,�swamps,�shallow�wooded�ponds�and�streams,�ditches;�often�associated�with�sphagnum�

moss;�secretive
Possible

Year�Round;�secretive�most�of�
the�year;�nearly�all�observation�
are�from�MarchͲearly�May.�

GDNR

Florida�Pine�Snake Pituophis�melanoleucus�mugitus N SP N SSC Russell
Alachua,�Citrus,�Gilchrist,�Hamilton,�Lake,�Levy,�

Madison,�Marion,��Osceola,�Polk,�Sumter,�
Suwannee

Habitats�with�relatively�open�canopies�and�dry�sandy�soils�such�sandhill�and�former�sandhill,�
including�oldfields�and�pastures,�but�also�sand�pine�scrub�and�scrubby�flatwoods;�often�coexists�

with�pocket�gophers�and�gopher�tortoises

Possible;�west�to�Mobile�Bay�in�Alabama,�
south�to�Florida�(excluding�the�Everglades)

Year�Round
ANHP,�220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92,�

FNAI

BlueͲtailed�Mole�Skink Plestiodon�egregius�lividus T N N FT Osceola,�Polk

WellͲdrained�sandy�uplands�above�100�ft.,�usually�with�an�abundance�of�scattered�shrubs�and�
lichens;�favors�rosemary,�oak,�and�sand�pine�scrubs;�occasional�in�turkey�oak�barrens,�sandhill,�

and�xeric�hammock;�requires�loose�sand�for�burrowing�with�patches�of�sparse�to�no�
groundcover�or�canopy;�often�found�in�leaf�litter

Possible;�found�in�Polk�and�Osceola�counties�
along�the�Lake�Wales��Ridge�

MarchͲMay�15 South�Florida�ESFO USFWS,�FNAI

Suwannee�Cooter Pseudemys�suwanniensis N N N SSC
Alachua,�Citrus,�Gilchrist,�Hamilton,�Lake,�Levy,�
Madison,�Marion,��Polk,�Sumter,�Suwannee

Rivers�and�large�streams,�including�alluvial,�blackwater,�and�springͲrun�streams,�often�with�
dense�aquatic�vegetation�upon�which�species�feeds;�occasionally�enters�estuaries�at�river�

mouths;�basks�extensively�on�logs�and�floating�vegetation�mats;�nests�on�high�banks�and�bars�
above�floodplain

Possible;�found�from�the�Tampa�Bay�region�
(Alafia�River),�northwest�to�the�Ochlockonee�

River�just�west�of�Tallahassee�
Year�Round FNAI

REPTILES
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Frosted�Flatwoods�
Salamander

Ambystoma�cingulatum T N T FT Alachua�(FNAI),�Marion�(FNAI)
Pristine�pine�flatwood�(longleaf�or�slash)�communities�with�wiregrass�groundcover�and�

scattered�wetlands�often�dominated�by�cypress�or�gum;�breeds�in�ponds�that�lack�predatory�
fish�with�emergent�herbaceous�vegetation

Possible�but�Unlikely;�species�occurs�east�of�
the�Apalachicola�River�

BreedingͲOctoberͲDecember�
&�JanuaryͲMarch

ROW�does�not�intersect�CH��for�this�
species

FNAI,�USFWS

Seal�Salamander Desmognathus�monticola���������� N SP N N Chambers,�Lee,�Russell,�Tallapoosa Cool�and�wet�spots�in�wellͲshaded�ravines�and�banks�of�mountain�streams
Possible;�found�in�the�mountainous�or�hilly�

country�of�the�Appalachian�region

Hidden�during�daylight.�Eggs�
are�layed�midͲsummer�and�
hatch�by�early�September;�

larval�stage�can�last�10�months

AHNP,�220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92

Georgia�Blind�Salamander Haideotriton�wallacei N N T SSC Dougherty,�Lee
Subterranean�waters�of�caves�formed�in�limestone,�often�in�caves�used�by�bats;�most�easily�
observed�resting�on�bottom�sediments�in�small�pools;�the�extent�of�use�of�less�accessible�

waters�is�unknown;�has�been�pumped�from�deep�groundwater�wells

Unlikely;�confined�to�underground�streams�
and�pools�in�caves

No�information�available GDNR

Striped�Newt Notophthalmus�perstriatus C N T N Brooks,�Lowndes
Alachua,�Citrus,�Gilchrist,�Hamilton,�Lake,�Levy,�

Madison,�Marion,��Sumter,�Suwannee
Xeric�habitats�including�sandhill�and�scrub�but�can�also�be�found�in�pine�flatwoods;�breeds�in�

depressional�marshes�that�lack�predatory�fish
Possible;�northern�and�central�Florida�

peninsula

Breeding�AdultsͲJanuaryͲ
March;�LarvaeͲ�(MarchͲ

December)�prime�AprilͲJune
Panama�City�ESFO GDNR,�USFWS

Gopher�Frog Lithobates�capito N SP R SSC
Alachua,�Citrus,�Gilchrist,�Hamilton,�Lake,�Levy,�

Madison,�Marion,��Osceola,�Polk,�Sumter,�
Suwannee

Dry,�sandy�uplands,�including�sandhill�and�scrub,�that�include�isolated�wetlands�or�large�ponds�
within�close�proximity.;�occasional�found�in�dry�pine�flatwoods,�xeric�hammock,�and�disturbed�
examples�of�above;�breeds�chiefly�in�seasonally�flooded�and�temporary�ponds,�but�also�in�some�
permanent�waters;�nocturnal,�normally�spending�daytime�in�stump�holes,�tunnels,�or�burrows,�

especially�those�of�gopher�tortoise

Likely;�species�inhabits�gopher�tortoise�
burrows�and�can�be�found�throughout�

Florida�
Year�Round

ANHP,�220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92,�
FNAI

Gulf�Sturgeon Acipenser�oxyrinchus�desotoi T SP N FT
Alachua�(FNAI),�Gilchrist,�Hamilton,�Levy,�

Madison,�Suwannee
An�anadromous�species�where�adults�live�in�saltwater�and�migrate�into�medium�to�large�coastal�

rivers
Likely;�the�largest�existing�population�exists�

in�the�Suwannee�River

Adults�spawn�along�limestone�
outcroppings�in�upstream�
reaches�of�the�river�during�
winter�months�(October�Ͳ�

March)�but�migrate�to�marine�
waters�during�remainder�of�

year.��Juveniles�and�subͲadults�
may�remain�in�river�yearͲ
round�but�typically�move�to�
lower�river�reaches�during�
summer�months�(AprilͲ

September)

Likely�to�encounter�at�Suwannee�River�
crossing�near�Ellaville,�Suwannee�Co,�FL�
(approx.�1�mile�south�of�IͲ10)�and�at�the�

Withlacoochee�River�crossing�near�
Ellaville,�Madison/Hamilton�Co,�FL�

(approx.�3.5�miles�upstream�of�Suwannee�
confluence);�construction�efforts�could�

occur�during�April�Ͳ�September�to�
minimize�likelihood�of�encounter

ANHP,�220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92,�
FNAI,�USFWS

Alabama�Shad Alosa�alabamae C SP T N Brooks,�Colquitt,�Dougherty,�Lowndes Hamilton,�Suwannee
An�anadromous�species�where�adults�live�in�saltwater�and�migrate�into�medium�to�large�coastal�

rivers;�juveniles�have�been�captured�in�swift�water�and�over�rocky�shoals

Possible;�in�GA�species�occurs�in�the�
Chattahoochee,�Flint,�and�Withlacoochee�
Rivers.��In�FL,�the�Withlacoochee�and�

Suwannee

Adults�arrive�in�the�
Choctawhatchee�and�Conecuh�
rivers�in�March�and�adults�
spawn�in�April�and�migrate�

downstream�shortly�thereafter

90Ͳday�finding�for�federal�listing�(NMFS)�
ended�on�11/18/2013,�expected�to�be�a�

positive�finding
GDNR

Spotted�Bullhead Ameiurus�serracanthus N N R N Brooks,�Dougherty,�Lowndes,�Mitchell Hamilton,�Suwannee,�Gilchrist Found�in�current�in�deep�rockͲ�or�sandͲbottomed�pools�of�small�to�medium�swift�rivers

Possible;�in�GA�species�occurs�in�the�
Chattahoochee,�Flint,�and�Withlacoochee�

Rivers.��In�FL,�the�Withlacoochee,�Suwannee,�
and�Santa�Fe�Rivers.

Data�available�indicates�Year�
Round

GDNR,�FWC

Crystal�Darter Crystallaria�asprella N SP N T Tallapoosa Sand�and�gravel�bars�in�large�flowing�rivers�and�streams�of�the�Coastal�Plain�in�AL
Unlikely;�isolated�populations,�most�Mobile�

basin�records�are�below�the�Fall�Line
Spawning�begins�late�FebruaryͲ

late�April
Known�occurrences�in�Tallapoosa�County�

are�all�below�Lake�Martin
ANHP,�220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92

Bluestripe�Shiner Cyprinella�callitaenia N N R N Russell,�Lee Dougherty,�Lee,�Mitchell,�Stewart
Mainstem�reaches�of�rivers�and�large�streams�in�riffles�and�runs�with�rubble�or�sand�substrate�
and�with�swift�current;�also�found�in�the�lower�reaches�of�several�impounded�tributaries�to�the�

Chattahoochee�River

Possible;�in�Alabama�occurs�in�
Chattahoochee�River�drainage;�in�Georgia�
species�occurs�in�the�Chattahoochee�and�

Flint�River�Basins

Data�available�indicates�Year�
Round

GDNR

Lake�Eustis�Pupfish Cyprinodon�variegatus�hubbsi N N N SSC Lake,�Marion
Prefer�a�very�narrow,�shallow�zone�of�shoreline�that�is�exposed�to�heavy�wave�action�and�

typically�devoid�of�vegetation

Unlikely;�known�only�from�a�group�of�
interconnected�Florida�lakes

that�form�the�headwaters�of�the�Ocklawaha�
River

Data�available�indicates�Year�
Round

ROW�will�likely�not�affect�this�species�in�
Florida

FNAI

Lipstick�Darter Etheostoma�chuckwachatte N SP E N Tallapoosa
Inhabits�riffles�of�medium�to�large�streams�with�a�moderate�to�swift�current�with�gravel,�

cobble,�and�boulder�substrates
Possible;�endemic�to�the�Tallapoosa�River�
system�of�the�Mobile�basin�in�AL�and�GA

Spawning�from�late�AprilͲlate�
June

AHNP,�220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92

Tessellated�Darter Etheostoma�olmstedi N N N SSC Marion
Found�in�small�to�mediumͲsized�streams�in�areas�where�the�current�is�below�maximum,�

including�flowing�pools

Unlikely;�in�Florida�they�are�only�found�in�a�
limited�portion�of�the�Ocklawaha�River�and�
two�tributaries�(Orange�and�Eaton�creeks)

Year�Round
ROW�will�likely�not�affect�this�species�in�

Florida
FNAI

Goldstripe�Darter Etheostoma�parvipinne N N R N Russell�(Uchee�Creek);�Lee�(Little�Uchee) Stewart,�Terrell,�Dougherty
Small�streams�and�spring�seep�runs�associated�with�aquatic�vegetation,�organic�debris,�and�slowͲ

moving�riffles

Possible;�in�Georgia�species�occurs�below�
the�Fall�Line�in�the�Chattahoochee,�Flint,�
Ocmulgee,�and�Oconee�River�Basins

Data�available�indicates�Year�
Round

GDNR

Suwanee�Bass Micropterus�notius N N R N Lowndes FastͲmoving�shoal�areas�with�a�limestone�bottom,�often�covered�by�sand
Possible;�in�Georgia�species�occurs�in�the�
Ochlockonee�and�Suwannee�River�Basins

Data�available�indicates�Year�
Round

Recreational�species�in�Florida;��
uncommon�in�Georgia�but�not�imperiled

GDNR,�FNAI

Highscale�Shiner Notropis�hypsilepis N N R N Russell�(Uchee�Creek);�Lee�(Little�Uchee) Dougherty,�Stewart Springs,�spring�runs,�or�waters��from�springs;�may�move�underground�between�cave�systems
Possible;�primarily�occurs�in�the�

Chattahoochee�and�Flint�River�systems�in�
Georgia�and�Alabama

Data�available�indicates�Year�
Round

GDNR

FISH

AMPHIBIANS



Common�Name Scientific�Name
Federal�
USFWS

State�AL� State�GA State�FLϺ Alabama�Counties Georgia�Counties Florida�Counties
Notes Source

Species Listed�Status� Potential�Listed�Species�Occurrence�Along�the�Proposed�ROW�(States�and�Counties)�
Preferred�Habitat Likeliness�to�Occur�Along�ROW Survey�Window

Lead�Office/�Region�
(USFWS)

Halloween�Darter Percina�crypta N SP T N Russell�(Uchee�Creek) Lee
Inhabits�riffles�or�shoals�in�mainstems�and�larger�tributaries�of�rivers;�occur�exclusively�in�

shallow,�swiftͲflowing�habitats�over�cobble,�gravel,�and�bedrock

Possible;�endemic�to�the�Apalachicola�River�
drainage.�Populations�known�in�the�Upper�
Chattahoochee,�Upper�Flint,�lower�Flint,�and�

the�Uchee�Creek�system�in�Alabama

Sampling�during�spring�and�
summer�months�is�ideal

ROW�will�likely�not�affect�this�species�in�
Georgia

AHNP,�220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92,�
GDNR

Broadstripe�Shiner Pteronotropis�eurzyzonus N N R N Russell�(Uchee�Creek);�Lee�(Little�Uchee) Stewart
Small�and�medium�sized�streams�in�pools�and�runs�in�moderate�flow�over�sand,�silt,�and�

bedrock�often�near�logs,�snags,�and�aquatic�vegetation

Possible;�endemic�to�the�middle�
Chattahoochee�River�system�of�Georgia�and�

Alabama�near�and�below�the�Fall�Line�

Data�available�indicates�Year�
Round

GDNR

Bluenose�Shiner Pteronotropis�welaka N N T SSC
Dougherty,�Terrell,�Webster�

(Ichawaynochaway�Creek=possible,�but�
improbable)

Lake,�Marion
Prefers�quiet�backwaters�and�vegetated�pools�of�streams�and�rivers;�these�pools�generally�have�
bottoms�of�mud�or�sand,�with�abundant�growths�of�golden�club�and�other�aquatic�vegetation

Possible;�found�in�the�Apalachicola�basin,�
with�isolated�populations�in�the�St.�Johns�

basin�in�Florida

Active�year�round.�However,�
may�be�abundant�at�a

location�only�to�disappear�for�
years�at�a�time.�Spawning�

presumably�occurs�from�May�
to�June

ROW�will�likely�not�affect�this�species�in�
Florida

GDNR

Dougherty�Plain�Cave�
Crayfish

Cambarus�cryptodytes� N N E N Dougherty
Subterranean�habitats;�seen�and�collected�in�underwater�caves�and�has�also�been�collected�

from�wells
Unlikely Year�Round

Often�associated�with�Georgia�blind�
salamander�(Haideotriton�wallacei )

GDNR

Squirrel�Chimney�Cave�
Shrimp

Palaemonetes�cummingi T N N FT Alachua Groundwater�within�a�flooded�solution�cave�in�limestone Unlikely Presumably�Year�Round
Species�has�not�been�observed�since�

1970's
USFWS,�FNAI

Santa�Fe�Cave�Crayfish Procambarus�erythrops N N N SSC Suwannee
Limited�to�groundwater�of�a�few�caves�and�sinkholes�in�southern�Suwannee�County�(namely,�

Sims�and�Azure�Blue�Sinks)
Unlikely Year�Round Sims�Sink�is�on�TNC�property� GDNR,�FNAI

Muckalee�Crayfish Procambarus�gibbus N N T N Lee,�Dougherty�
flowing�water�habitats.��Can�be�found�hiding�beneath�rocks,�within�woody�debris�or�leaf�

litter,�and�beneath�undercut�banks.�
Unlikely Year�Round

Endemic�to�Flint�River�tribs,�Muckalee�
Creek�system�and�Coolewahee�Creek�

system�in�Baker�County;�also�possible�in�
Flint�mainstem�but�unlikely

GDNR

Grainy�Crayfish Procambarus�verrucosus N N R N Stewart
lentic�wetlands,�ranging�from�beaver�impoundments�to�marshy�areas�associated�with�

creeks�to�roadside�ditches
Unlikely Year�Round

Secondary�or�tertiary�burrower,�capable�
of�burrowing�during�dry�summer�months�
and�emerging�to�open�waters�during�

rainy�winter�season

GDNR

Highlands�Tiger�Beetle Cicindela�highlandensis C N N N Polk
Open,�sandy,�wellͲdrained�scrub�with�or�without�sand�pine;�requires�interconnected�patches�of�

bare�sand�and�partial�shade
Unlikely;�known�from�small�sites�on�the�Lake�

Wales�Ridge�of�central�Florida
Adults�present�late�MayͲearly�

August
South�Florida�ESFO USFWS

Southern�Elktoe Alasmidonta�triangulata N PSM E N Russell Silt,�sand,�sandy�mud�substrates�in�large�creeks�and�river�mainstems Unlikely late�April�to�November�
Occurs�in�Georgia�but�rare�and�extant�in�
most�locations;�4Ͳ5�known�locations�do�

not�intersect�ROW
ANHP

Fat�ThreeͲridge Amblema�neislerii E N E FE Dougherty
Large�river�species;�prefers�a�wide�spectrum�of�habitats�ranging�from�gravel�and�cobble�to�

sandy�or�muddy�sand�substrates
Likely late�April�to�November� Panama�City�ESFO

CH�Unit�7�crosses�Flint�River�in�Dougherty�
County;�ROW�doesn't�intersect�CH�

anywhere�else
USFWS,�GDNR

Rayed�Creekshell Anodontoides�radiatus� N PSM T N Russell Lee,�Terrell,�Webster
Slower�portions�of�sandͲbottomed�streams�or�slack�water�areas�in�larger�rivers;�prefers�muddy�

sand�in�slight�to�moderate�current
Possible late�April�to�November� ANHP,�GDNR

Alabama�Spike Elliptio�arca N PSM E N Chambers
Ranges�from�medium�creeks�to�large�rivers;�prefers�sand/gravel�substrates�and�typically�found�

less�than�1�m�deep;�although�can�occur�deeper�in�large�rivers
Unlikely late�April�to�November� �

Uncommon�everywhere�except�the�
Sipsey�River�and�Yellow�Creek�of�the�
upper�Tombigbee�River�drainage

ANHP,�220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92

Delicate�Spike Elliptio�arctata N PSM E N
Dougherty,�Lee,�Lowndes,�Mitchell,�Terrell,�

Webster
Rivers,�along�the�shoreline,�and�among�and�under�rocks;�prefers�moderate�current�and�sand�

and�fine�gravel�substrate
Likely late�April�to�November� GDNR

Brother�Spike Elliptio�fraterna N PSM N N Russell�(historic)
Little�is�known�of�this�species�other�than�that�it�appears�to�inhabit�large�rivers�and�may�prefer�

sandy�substrates
Unlikely late�April�to�November�

Brim�Box�&�Williams�(2000)�considered�
this�species�extirpated�from�the�

Apalachicola/Chattahoochee/Flint�(ACF)�
system

ANHP

Gulf�Slabshell Elliptio�fumata N PSM N N Lee,�Russell
Colquitt,�Dougherty,�Lee,�Mitchell,�Stewart,�

Terrell,�Webster
Ranges�from�small�creeks�to�large�rivers;�occurs�in�wide�range�of�substrate�types,�including�

mud,�sand,�gravel�and�bedrock
Likely late�April�to�November�

Generally�considered�stable�throughout�
its�range�(Williams�et�al.�2008)

ANHP

Inflated�Spike Elliptio�purpurella N PSM T N Russell�(historic)
Colquitt,�Dougherty,�Lee,�Mitchell,�Terrell,�

Webster
Primarily�sand�and�limestone�rock�substrates�in�the�mainstems�of�medium�to�large�rivers Likely�within�range late�April�to�November� GDNR

Purple�Bankclimber Elliptoideus�sloatianus T SP T FT Dougherty,�Lee,�Mitchell
Sand,�fine�gravel�or�muddy�sand�substrates�with�moderate�current�and�deeper�water�(>�3�

meters)�habitat�within�the�main�channels�of�larger�rivers�
Likely late�April�to�November� Panama�City�ESFO

CH�Unit�7�crosses�Flint�River�in�Dougherty�
County;��ROW�doesn't�intersect�CH�

anywhere�else

USFWS,�ANHP,�
GDNR

Upland�Combshell Epioblasma�metastriata E SP E N Tallapoosa�(historic) Known�to�occur�in�shoal�habitat�in�medium�to�large�rivers Unlikely late�April�to�November� Alabama�ESFO
Has�not�been�collected�since�1973;��last�
observed�in�the�Little�Cahaba�River,�

Alabama
USFWS,�GDNR

Shinyrayed�Pocketbook Hamiota�(=Lampsilis)�subangulata E SP E FE Russell Dougherty
MediumͲsized�creeks�to�rivers�and�prefers�clean�or�silty�sand�substrates�in�slow�to�moderate�

current
Likely late�April�to�November� Panama�City�ESFO

CH�Unit�7�crosses�Flint�River�in�Dougherty�
County.��CH�Unit�3�crosses�Uchee�Creek�
in�Russell�County,�Alabama;�ROW�does�

not�intersect�CH�anywhere�else

USFWS,�ANHP

Finelined�Pocketbook Hamiota�(=Lampsilis)�altilis T SP T N Chamber,�Lee,�Russell,�Tallapoosa
Ranges�from�small�creeks�to�large�rivers;�prefers�sand�and�sand/gravel�mix�in�areas�with�

moderate�flow;�typically�not�found�in�areas�with�heavy�silt�accumulation
Unlikely

MidͲspring�through�midͲlate�
summer

Alabama�ESFO

ROW�does�not�intersect�Critical�Habitat�
for�this�species;�CH�17�does�not�extend�

northward�of�SR�159�in�southwestern�Lee�
County,�more�than�10�miles�from�ROW

50�CFR�Part�17;�RIN�
1018ͲA173

CRUSTACEANS/INSECTS

MOLLUSKS
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Florida�Sandshell Lampsilis�floridensis N SP N N Lee,�Russell
Colquitt,�Dougherty,�Lee,�Mitchell,�Stewart,�

Terrell,�Webster
Occurs�in�slow�to�moderate�current�of�large�creeks,�rivers,�reservoirs�and�floodplain�lakes;�

prefers�sand�and�sand/mud�substrates
Likely late�April�to�November� ANHP

Green�Floater Lasmigona�subviridis N PSM N N Russell�(historic)
Ranges�from�creeks�to�small�rivers�and�occasionally�side�channels�of�large�rivers;�occurs�in�

pools,�eddies,�or�along�stream�margins�in�slower�currents�within�mud,�sand�or�gravel�substrates
Unlikely late�April�to�November�

Considered�extirpated�in�Alabama�and�
from�Apalachicola�Basin�in�Georgia.

ANHP

Gulf�Moccasinshell Medionidus�penicillatus E SP E FE Russell Dougherty
The�channels�of�mediumͲsized�creeks�to�large�rivers�and�prefers�gravel,�sand,�or�silty�sand�

substrates�in�slow�to�moderate�currents
Likely late�April�to�November� Panama�City�ESFO

CH�Unit�7�crosses�Flint�River�in�Dougherty�
County

USFWS,�GDNR,�
ANHP

Ochlockonee�Moccasinshell Medionidus�simpsonianus E N E FE Mitchell,�Dougherty Main�stem�in�areas�with�current�and�typically�prefers�mixed�sand�and�gravel�substrates Unlikely late�April�to�November� Panama�City�ESFO
ROW�does�not�intersect�Critical�Habitat�
for�this�species;�CH�does�not�extend�

northward�of�Thomas�County,�Georgia
USFWS,�GDNR

Southern�Clubshell Pleurobema�decisum E SP E N Lee,�Tallapoosa Occurs�in�large�creeks�and�rivers;�prefers�gravel/sand�substrates Unlikely
late�April�to�November;�gravid�

during�JuneͲJuly
Alabama�ESFO

ROW�does�not�intersect�Critical�Habitat�
for�this�species;�nearest�CH�(17)�does�not�

extend�northward�of�SR�159�in�
southwestern�Lee�County,�more�than�10�

miles�from�ROW

USFWS

Southern�Pigtoe Pleurobema�georgianum E SP E N Tallapoosa
Ranges�from�medium�creeks�to�large�rivers;�prefers�sand/gravel�substrates�common�in�riffles,�

runs�and�shoals
Unlikely

Late�summer�through�
November;�gravid�during�
spring�and�early�summer.�

Alabama�ESFO
ROW�does�not�intersect�Critical�Habitat�

for�this�species

Ovate�Clubshell Pleurobema�perovatum E SP N N Lee,�Russell,�Tallapoosa
Ranges�from�small�creeks�to�large�rivers;�occurs�in�riffles,�runs�and�shoals�and�is�typically�found�

in�sand/gravel�substrates
Unlikely

MidͲsummer�through�Nov;�
gravid�during�late�spring�and�

early�summer
Alabama�ESFO

ROW�does�not�intersect�Critical�Habitat�
for�this�species;�nearest�CH�(17)�does�not�

extend�northward�of�SR�159�in�
southwestern�Lee�County,�more�than�10�

miles�from�ROW

Oval�Pigtoe Pleurobema�pyriforme E SP E FE Dougherty
River�main�stems�and�smaller�tributary�streams;�prefers�a�wide�range�of�habitats�including�sand�

bars,�rock�bottoms,�and�sand�and�muddy�sand�substrates�
Likely late�April�to�November� Panama�City�ESFO

CH�Unit�11�does�not�overlap�with�ROW�in�
Florida;�CH�Unit�7�does�cross�at�Flint�
River�in�Dougherty�County,�Georgia;��
ROW�does�not�intersect�CH�anywhere�

else.

USFWS,�ANHP,�
GDNR

Eastern�Floater Pyganodon�cataract N PSM N N Russell,�Tallapoosa
Colquitt,�Dougherty,�Lee,�Mitchell,�Stewart,�

Terrell,�Webster,�Brooks
Ranges�from�creeks�and�rivers,�to�ponds,�lakes�and�reservoirs;�prefers�sand�or�mud�substrates�in�

areas�with�little�or�no�current
Likely late�April�to�November� ANHP

Sculptured�Pigtoe Quadrula�(=Quincuncina)�infucata N SP N N Chambers�(historic),�Lee,�Russell Dougherty,�Mitchell,�Terrell Sand,�muddy�sand,�and�fine�gravel�substrates�in�small�to�large�streams�with�moderate�current Likely�within�range late�April�to�November� ANHP

Southern�Purple�Lilliput Toxolasma�corvunculus N PSM N N Lee�(historic) Primarily�occurs�in�creeks�but�occasionally�found�in�medium�to�large�rivers Unlikely late�April�to�November� ANHP

Lilliput Toxolasma�parvum N PSM N N Lee,�Russell,�Tallapoosa
Occurs�in�sluggish�portions�of�creeks,�rivers,�lakes,�ponds�and�reservoirs;�prefers�soft�sand/mud�

substrates
Likely late�April�to�November� ANHP,�220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92

Iridescent�Lilliput Toxolasma�paulum N PSM N N Russell
Colquitt,�Dougherty,�Lee,�Mitchell,�Stewart,�

Terrell,�Webster,�Brooks
Ranges�from�small�streams�to�large�rivers�and�occasionally�reservoir�overbank�habitat;�prefers�

sandy�substrate�in�areas�with�slight�current
Likely late�April�to�November� ANHP,�220.Ͳ2Ͳ.92

Tulotoma�Snail Tulotoma�magnifica T N N N
Typically�associated�with�shoals�and�riffles�but�is�known�to�inhabit�rivers�that�rise�and�fall�(such�
as�below�hydroelectric�dams)�and�is�strongly�associated�with�boulder,�cobble�and�bedrock�

stream�bottoms�in�>�5m�depth
Possible No�information�available

ROW�does�not�intersect�known�locations�
for�this�species

Apalachicola�pondhorn Uniomerus�columbensis N PSM N N Lee,�Russell
Colquitt,�Dougherty,�Lee,�Mitchell,�Stewart,�

Terrell,�Webster,�Brooks
Hamilton,�Suwannee,�Gilchrist,�Levy,�Alachua,�

Ocala,�Sumter
Occurs�in�creeks,�rivers�and�floodplain�lakes;�can�be�found�in�sand,�mud/sand�in�slight�current Likely late�April�to�November� ANHP

Downy�Rainbow Villosa�villosa N PSM N N Lee Dougherty,�Lee,�Terrell
Tolerates�a�wide�range�of�habitats�from�springͲfed�streams�to�tannic,�muddy�waters�and�

reservoirs;�often�abundant�in�low�velocity�current,�murky�water�and�muddy�substrates�(e.g.,�
more�lotic�environments)

Likely late�April�to�November� ANHP

Little�Amphianthus Amphianthus�pusillus T T T N Chambers,�Lee,�Tallapoosa Shallow,�temporary�pools�in�rock;�very�short�lived Unlikely FebruaryͲMarch Georgia�ESFO extremely�rare�(AL) USFWS,�ANHP

Georgia�Rockcress Arabis�georgiana C� N T N Russell,�Tallapoosa Stewart
Shallow,�basic�or�circumneutral,�soils�on�rocky�slopes�above�streams;�thin�woods�on�limestone�
or�granite�bluffs;�hardwood�forests�on�slopes�above�streams;�sandy,�recently�eroded�riverbanks;�

often�under�red�cedar,�black�oak,�sugar�maple,�chestnut�oak,�and�oakleaf�hydrangea
Possible No�information�available Mississippi�ESFO extremely�rare(AL)

USFWS,�ANHP,�
GDNR

Florida�Bonamia Bonamia�grandiflora T N N E Lake,�Marion,�Osceola,�Polk
Openings�or�disturbed�areas�in�white�sand�scrub�on�central�Florida�ridges,�with�scrub�oaks,�sand�

pine,�and�lichens
Possible;�the�corridor�cuts�through��known�

habitat
MayͲSeptember� North�Florida�ESFO USFWS

Pygmy�FringeͲtree Chionanthus�pygmaeus E N N E Lake,�Osceola�,�Polk
Scrub,�sandhill,�and�xeric�hammock,�primarily�on�the�Lake�Wales�Ridge;�may�form�thickets�with�

evergreen�scrub�oaks�and�shrubs
Possible;�the�corridor�cuts�through��

appropriate�habitat
Early�Spring�(bloom) South�Florida�ESFO USFWS

PLANTS�(FEDERAL�LISTING)
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Perforate�Reindeer�Lichen Cladonia�perforata E N N E Polk Scrub;�Rosemary�scrub�on�FL�Panhandle�coasts,�Lake�Wales�Ridge,�and�Atlantic�Coastal�Ridge Possible Year�Round SE�Region�4 USFWS

Pigeon�Wing Clitoria�fragrans T N N E Lake,�Polk Turkey�oak�barrens�with�wire�grass,�bluejack�and�turkey�oak;�also�scrub�and�scrubby�high�pine
Possible;�the�corridor�cuts�through��

appropriate�habitat
MayͲJune SE�Region�4 USFWS

ShortͲleaved�Rosemary Conradina�brevifolia E N N E Polk Sand�pine�scrub
Moderately�likely,�known�to�occur�in�
habitats�similar�to�those�being�crossed

Visible�Year�Round;�most�
flower�in�spring SE�Region�4 USFWS

Avon�Park�Harebells Crotalaria�avonensis E N N E Polk
Bare�patches�of�white�sand�in�Lake�Wales�Ridge�scrub;�occasionally�in�disturbed�areas�or�in�

partial�shade
Unlikely;�most�appropriate�habitat�is�further�

south
MarchͲJune SE�Region�4 USFWS

Okeechobee�Gourd Cucurbita�okeechobeensis� E N N E Lake
Pond�apple�swamps�and�mucky�soils�on�Lake�Okeechobee�shores�and�islands;�floodplain�forests�

along�the�St�Johns�River
�Unlikely;�restricted�to�edges�of�Lake�
Okeechobee�and�the�St.�Johns�River

Spring�and�Summer�
(flowering);�Fall�and�Winter�

(fruiting)
SE�Region�4 edge�of�St�Johns�River USFWS

Longspurred�mint Dicerandra�cornutissima E N E Marion,�Sumter Sand�pine�scrub,�oak�scrub,�sandhills
Unlikely;�most�appropriate�habitat�is�further�

south
Visible�Year�Round;�SeptemberͲ

October�(flowering) SE�Region�4 USFWS

Blushing�Scrub�Balm
Dicerandra�modesta�(included�within�

Dicerandra�frutescens�when�the�
latter�was�listed�and�much�rarer)

E N N E Polk Open,�disturbed�scrubby�sandhill�and�sand
Unlikely;�most�appropriate�habitat�is�further�

south

Identifiable�Year�Round;�
SeptemberͲNovember�

(flowering)
SE�Region�4 USFWS

Scrub�Buckwheat
Eriogonum�longifolium�var.�

gnaphalifolium
T N N E Lake,�Marion,�Osceola,�Polk,�Sumter

Sandhill,�oakͲhickory�scrub�on�yellow�sands,�high�pineland
between�scrub�and�sandhill,�turkey�oak�barrens

Possible;�the�corridor�cuts�through��known�
habitat

MayͲOctober,�or�following�fire North�Florida�ESFO USFWS

Highlands�Scrub�Hypericum Hypericum�cumulicola E N N E Polk
Open�patches�in�white�sand�scrubs�and�rosemary�balds;�occasionally�in�openings�in�scrubby�

flatwoods�and�oak�scrubs�over�yellow�sands
Unlikely;�most�appropriate�habitat�is�further�

south
Year�Round;�JuneͲSeptember�

(flowering) SE�Region�4 USFWS

Cooley's�Waterwillow Justicia�cooleyi E N N E Lake,�Sumter Mesic�hardwood�hammocks�over�limestone
Possible;�most�likely�fairly�close�to�the�Green�

Swamp
AugustͲDecember SE�Region�4 USFWS

Scrub�BlazingͲstar Liatris�ohlingerae E N N E Polk
Rosemary�balds,�especially�edges�transitional�to�oak�scrub;�scrubby�flatwoods�and�disturbed�

scrub
Unlikely;�most�appropriate�habitat�is�further�

south
JuneͲSeptember SE�Region�4 USFWS

Scrub�Lupine Lupinus�aridorum E N N E Osceola,�Polk Openings�in�sand�pine�and�rosemary�scrub Possible�but�Unlikely�
Visible�JanuaryͲAugust;��MarchͲ

May�(flowering) North�Florida�ESFO USFWS

Britton's�Beargrass Nolina�brittoniana E N N E Lake,�Marion,�Osceola,�Polk,� Dry�pinewoods,�sand�pine�scrub Moderately�Likely
Visible�Year�Round;�MarchͲ

May�(flowering) SE�Region�4 USFWS

Canby's�Dropwort Oxypolis�canbyi E N E N Dougherty,�Lee,�Terrell Edges�of�ponds,�sloughs,�bays,�wet�savannas
Possible;�though�most�appropriate�habitat�is�

in�South�Carolina
AugustͲOctober South�Carolina�ESFO USFWS,�GDNR

Paper�Nailwort Paronychia�chartacea T N N E Lake,�Osceola,�Polk Scrub Moderately�Likely SpringͲFall South�Florida�ESFO USFWS

White�Fringless�Orchid Platanthera�integrilabia C N T N Tallapoosa Wet�savannas Possible AugustͲSeptember Asheville�ESFO rare USFWS

Lewton's�Polygala Polygala�lewtonii E N N E Lake,�Marion,�Osceola,�Polk,� Oak�scrub,�sandhill,�and�transition�zones�between�high�pine�and�turkey�oak�barrens Possible;�the�ROW�includes�potential�habitat Spring South�Florida�ESFO USFWS

Florida�Jointweed Polygonella�basiramia E N N E Polk
Rosemary�phase�of�sand�pine�scrub�on�white�sands�at�higher�elevations�of�the�Lake�Wales,�

Winter�Haven,�and�Bombing�Range�Ridges
Possible;�though�most�appropriate�habitat�is�

further�south
SummerͲFall SE�Region�4 USFWS

Small's�Jointweed Polygonella�myriophylla E N N E Lake,�Osceola,�Polk Open,�sandy�areas�within�scrub,�mostly�on�white�sands Possible;�the�ROW�includes�potential�habitat Year�Round South�Florida�ESFO USFWS

Scrub�Plum Prunus�geniculata E N N E Lake,�Osceola,�Polk Sandhill�and�oak�scrub Possible;�the�ROW�includes�potential�habitat

JanuaryͲFebruary�
(flowering);MarchͲMay�

(fruiting);�easily�recognized�
Year�Round

North�Florida�ESFO USFWS

False�Poison�Sumac Rhus�michauxii E E E E Alachua Sandy�or�rocky�open�woods Possible
SpringͲFall;�leaves�

recognizable SE�Region�4 USFWS

American�Chaffseed Schwalbea�americana E E E E Russell Colquitt,�Dougherty,�Lee,�Mitchell,�Terrell Levy,�Marion,�Polk
Moist,�grassy�ecotones�around�ponds�in�longleaf�pine�sandhills;�longleaf�pine�savannas,�

sandhills,�and�flatwoods;�plants�are�semiͲparasitic�on�the�roots�of�gallberry,�huckleberry,�St.�
John’sͲwort,�silk�grass,�and�others

Possible�but�highly�unlikely;��highly�
dependent�on�appropriate�fire�management

AprilͲJune�(flowering) New�Jersey�ESFO USFWS,�GDNR

Cooley's�Meadowrue Thalictrum�cooleyi E N E E Dougherty,�Mitchell Wet�savannas Possible June Raleigh�ESFO USFWS,�GDNR



Common�Name Scientific�Name
Federal�
USFWS

State�AL� State�GA State�FLϺ Alabama�Counties Georgia�Counties Florida�Counties
Notes Source

Species Listed�Status� Potential�Listed�Species�Occurrence�Along�the�Proposed�ROW�(States�and�Counties)�
Preferred�Habitat Likeliness�to�Occur�Along�ROW Survey�Window

Lead�Office/�Region�
(USFWS)

Florida�Filmy�Fern
Trichomanes�punctatum�spp.�

floridanum
C N N E Sumter

Tree�trunks�in�hammocks,�edges�of�limesinks,�and�limestone�boulders,�often�with�mosses�and�
liverworts

Possible Year�Round SE�Region�4 USFWS

Relict�Trillium Trillium�reliquum E E E N Lee,�Russell Dougherty Hardwood�forests,�often�on�steep�slopes Possible Early�Spring Georgia�ESFO rare�(AL),�GA�distribution�from�GDNR
USFWS,�ANHP,�

GDNR

��Clasping�Warea Warea�amplexifolia E N N E Lake,�Osceola,�Polk Sandhill�with�longleaf�pine�and�wiregrass
Possible;�but�only�where�habitat�has�had�a�

recent�burn
SeptemberͲOctober North�Florida�ESFO USFWS

Carter's�Mustard Warea�carteri E N N E Lake,�Polk Sandhill,�scrubby�flatwoods,�inland�and�coastal�scrub
Possible;�more�likely�in�Polk�than�in�Lake;�

expected�only�where�habitat�has�decent�fire�
management

SeptemberͲOctober SE�Region�4 USFWS

Florida�Jujube Ziziphus�celata E N N E Polk OakͲhickory�scrub,�scrubby�flatwoods,�or�sandhills�on�yellow�sand

Highly�Unlikely;��7�known�individual�clones�
that�are�known;�most�have�been�found�in�
open�areas�along�what�was�once�a�scrubͲ

sandhill�ecotone

Year�round;�DecemberͲ
February�(flowering);�MayͲ
June�(fruiting);�AprilͲOct�

(leaves)

SE�Region�4 USFWS

1 Bald�eagles�are�afforded�protection�under�the�Bald�and�Golden�Eagle�Protection�Act�(BGEPA)
² All�nongame�birds�are�protected�under�the�provisions�of�AL�state�regulation�except�crows,�starlings,�blackbirds,�English�sparrows,�Eurasian�collared�doves,�pigeons,�and�other�nonͲnative�species.�
³ Threatened�status�is�for�those�individuals�found�west�of�Mobile�and�Tombigbee�Rivers
Ϻ FL�state�listed�species�status�changes�are�anticipated�to�be�implemented�by�2015
ϻ Eastern�diamondback�rattlesnakes�have�been�petitioned�for�a�Threatened�status,�and�is�under�review�by�USFWS



C
Candidate�species�for�which�federal�listing�agencies�have�sufficient�information�on�biological�vulnerability�and�threats�to�support�
proposing�to�list�the�species�as�Endangered�or�Threatened

E Endangered:�species�in�danger�of�extinction�throughout�all�or�a�significant�portion�of�its�range

E,�XN NonͲessential�experimental�population

N Not�currently�listed,�nor�currently�being�considered

SAT Treated�as�Threatened�due�to�similarity�of�appearance�to�a�species�which�is�federally�listed

T
Threatened:�species�likely�to�become�Endangered�within�the�foreseeable�future�throughout�all�or�a�significant�portion�of�its�
range

E
Endangered:�species,�subspecies,�or�isolated�population�so�few�or�depleted�in�number�or�so�restricted�in�range�that�it�is�in�
imminent�danger�of�extinction

FE Federally�Endangered

FT Federally�Threatened

FT(S/A) Treated�as�Threatened�due�to�similarity�of�appearance�to�a�species�which�is�federally�listed

FXN Federally�Experimental�population

N Not�currently�listed,�nor�currently�being�considered�for�listing

PSM
Partial�Status�Mussels�(Alabama):�species�are�partially�protected�by�regulations�of�the�Alabama�Game,�Fish,�and�Fur�Bearing�
Animals�Regulations

R Rare

SP State�Protected,�Alabama

SSC
Species�of�Special�Concern�is�a�species,�subspecies,�or�isolated�population�which�is�facing�a�moderate�risk�of�extinction�in�the�
future

T Threatened:�species,�subspecies,�or�isolated�population�facing�a�very�high�risk�of�extinction�in�the�future

U Unusual

Alabama�ESFO Alabama�Ecological�Services�Field�Office,�Daphne,�Alabama

Asheville�ESFO Asheville�Ecological�Services�Field�Office,�Asheville,�North�Carolina

Georgia�ESFO Georgia�Ecological�Services�Field�Office,�Athens,�Georgia

Mississippi�ESFO Mississippi�Ecological�Services�Field�Office,�Jackson,�Mississippi

New�Jersey�ESFO New�Jersey�Ecological�Services�Field�Office,�Pleasantville,�New�Jersey

North�Florida�ESFO North�Florida�Ecological�Services�Field�Office,�Jacksonville,�Florida�

Office�of�the�
Regional�Director

Office�of�the�Regional�Director,�Atlanta,�Georgia

Panama�City�ESFO Panama�City�Ecological�Services�Field�Office,�Panama�City,�Florida

Raleigh�ESFO Raleigh�Ecological�Services�Field�Office,�Raleigh,�North�Carolina

SE�Region�4 Southeast�Region�(Region�4)

South�Florida�ESFO South�Florida�Ecological�Services�Field�Office,�Vero�Beach,�Florida

USFWS U.S.�Fish�&�Wildlife�Service�Environmental�Conservation�Online�System�(accessed�2013)

220Ͳ2Ͳ.92 Outdoor�Alabama,�Nongame�Vertebrates�Protected�by�Alabama�Regulations,�Section�220Ͳ2Ͳ.92�

50�CFR�part�17 Title�50�Chapter�I�Subchapter�B�Part�17ͲEndangered�and�Threatened�Wildlife�and�Plants

ANHP Alabama�Inventory�List,�Alabama�Natural�Heritage�Program,�June�2011�

Enge,�et�al.�2013
Enge,�Kevin�M.,�et�al.��The�Historical�and�Current�Distribution�of�the�Eastern�Indigo�Snake�(Drymarchon�couperi ).�Herpetological�
Conservation�and�Biology�8(2):288о307.�September�2013.�

FNAI Florida�Natural�Areas�Inventory�Tracking�Lists:�www.fnai.org�(accessed�2013)

FWC Florida�Fish�and�Wildlife�Conservation�Commission:�www.myfwc.com�(accessed�2013)

GDNR
Georgia�Department�of�Natural�Resources,�Wildlife�Resources�Division:�www.�georgiawildlife.com�(accessed�2013)�and�Chapter�
391Ͳ4Ͳ10

RIN�1018ͲAI73
Designation�of�Critical�Habitat�for�Three�Threatened�Mussels�and�Eight�Endangered�Mussels�in�the�Mobile�River�Basin�69�FR�
40083�40083Ͳ40171���07/01/2004���RIN�1018ͲAI73�

FEDERAL�LISTED�STATUS

STATE�LISTED�STATUS

Table�1.�Legend

LEAD�OFFICES/REGION�(USFWS)

SOURCES



Common Name Scientific Name
Federal 
USFWS

State AL State GA State FLϺ

Southeastern Pocket Gopher5 Geomys pinetis N SP T N --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Sherman's Fox Squirrel6 Sciurus niger shermani N N N SSC --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Florida Scrub-Jay Aphelocoma coerulescens T N N FT --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
Limpkin Aramus guarauna N N N SSC --- --- --- --- ---

Florida Burrowing Owl7 Athene cunicularia floridana N N N SSC --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
Crested Caracara Caracara cheriway T N N FT --- --- --- ---

Southeastern American Kestrel Falco sparverius paulus N SP² R T --- --- --- --- ---
Florida Sandhill Crane Grus canadensis pratensis N N N T --- --- --- --- --- ---

Bald Eagle Haliaeetus leucocephalus  N¹ SP² T N --- --- --- --- - --- --- ---
Wood Stork Mycteria americana E SP² E FE --- --- --- --- ---

Red-Cockaded Woodpecker8 Picoides borealis E SP² E FE --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Other Colonial Nesting Water Birds9 - - - - - --- --- --- --- ---

Eastern Indigo Snake10 Drymarchon couperi T SP T FT --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
Gopher Tortoise Gopherus polyphemus C SP³ T T --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Sand Skink Plestiodon reynoldsi T N N FT --- --- -
Blue-tailed Mole Skink Plestiodon egregius lividus T N N FT --- --- -

Fish/Crustaceans11 - - - - - --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Mollusks12 - - - - - - --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Florida Bonamia Bonamia grandiflora T N N E --- --- --- --- ---
Short-leaved Rosemary Conradina brevifolia E N N E --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

Scrub Buckwheat Eriogonum longifolium var. gnaphalifolium T N N E --- --- --- --- --- ---
Cooley's Waterwillow Justicia cooleyi E N N E --- --- --- --- ---

Britton's Beargrass Nolina brittoniana E N N E --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
Canby's Dropwort Oxypolis canbyi E N E N --- --- ---
Lewton's Polygala Polygala lewtonii E N N E --- --- ---

Scrub Plum Prunus geniculata E N N E --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
American Chaffseed Schwalbea americana E E E E --- --- ---
Cooley's Meadowrue Thalictrum cooleyi E N E E ---

Florida Filmy Fern Trichomanes punctatum spp. floridanum C N N E --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
Relict Trillium Trillium reliquum E E E N --- -

1Bald eagles are afforded protection under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA)
²All nongame birds are protected under the provisions of AL state regulation except crows, starlings, blackbirds, English sparrows, Eurasian collared doves, pigeons, and other non-native species. 
3Threatened status is for those individuals found west of Mobile and Tombigbee Rivers
4FL state listed species status changes are anticipated to be implemented by 2015
5Southeastern Pocket Gopher breeding Jun - Aug
6Sherman's Fox Squirrel breeding mid-May - Jul and Dec - Jan
7Burrowing Owl breeding Feb 15 - Jul 10
8Red-Cockaded Woodpecker breeding Apr - Jun
9Other Colonial Nesting Water Birds includes Little Blue Heron, Snowy Egret, Tricolored Heron, White Ibis, Roseate Spoonbill
10Eastern Indigo Snake winter refugia Oct 1 - Apr 30
11Fish/Crustaceans includes Bluestripe Shiner, Blacktip Shiner, Lipstick Darter, Broadstripe Shiner, Russetfin Topminnow, Grainy Crayfish
12Mollusks includes Fat Three-ridge, Delicate Spike, Brother Spike, Purple Bankclimber, Shinyrayed Pocketbook, Gulf Moccasinshell, Oval Pigtoe, Sculptured Pigtoe, Downy Rainbow, Winged Spike

AQUATICS

PLANTS (FEDERAL LISTING)

MAMMALS

BIRDS

REPTILES

July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Table 2.  LISTED SPECIES COMPREHENSIVE SURVEY WINDOW TABLE
Species Listed Status 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June
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